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“Piety towards God and the saints, praise, imitation, fear, pain and hope
are just the soul’s feelings aroused by the sacred images, which could be said to
be alive and inspiring when they will excite our minds ... In fact, painting is a
language painters speak not to men’s ears but rather to men’s souls.”
– Federico Borromeo

H

ave you ever noticed the incredible number of ways
Catholic churches include iconography? From signs and symbols to
images of the saints and angels, from
paintings of the Trinity to sacra conversazione, biblical scenes, and even historical scenes (i.e., the battles of Lepanto and Vienna), the imagery of Catholic
churches is rich and varied. So, when a
colleague recently journeyed to Rome
in search of sacred architecture, I challenged him to find one church with the
“American church formula.” What is
the American formula? A life-size crucifix centered behind the altar, with a
statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary on the
left and Saint Joseph on the right. Many
American Catholics see this as the “traditional” solution for a church layout,
because it is all that they know. Yet in
over five hundred historic churches I
have studied in Rome, Florence, and
Venice, I have seldom seen the formula
(so ubiquitous in the U.S.) employed.
There are certainly theological and
devotional reasons for the Mary +
Cross + Joseph formula, yet its overuse has led many faithful to the false
belief that this is an ancient tradition

and a rule of church architecture. My
review of Geoffrey Webb’s The Liturgical Altar in Sacred Architecture 23 gives a
hint at how we developed a formulaic
mentality. Instead, the Western Church
has always allowed for a great variety
of styles and forms in the design of her
temples. She has promoted creativity and inventiveness in her architecture while also honoring Tradition. So
should we attempt to do in our iconography as well.
So I ask, where is the life-size crucifix at Saint Peter’s Basilica? There
isn’t one, although there are small
bronze crosses on each of the twentyfive altars. In the apse, instead of the
American formula, we find a giant cathedra supported by the Doctors of the
Church, appropriate to a shrine in honor of Saint Peter. Where are the statues
of Mary and Joseph in Saint Peter’s?
There are none. Instead, there are five
different Marian chapels off the side
aisles which have paintings and mosaics of the Virgin and a certain statue
of the Pietà. The only image of Saint
Joseph is a mosaic altarpiece in the left
transept. Not the symmetrical formula
with a Blessed Virgin Mary statue on

the left and a Saint Joseph statue on the
right that one finds in the average ethnic church.
We need to get beyond the American
formula and embrace the more difficult task of developing a unique iconographic program for our churches. To
encourage creative innovation does
not mean that we are Modernists who
reject tradition and seek to strip our
churches of beautiful and recognizable
art. Rather, as we learn from the twothousand-year tradition of art and architecture, we are thrilled to find that
there are infinite ways to beautify and
imbue our churches with meaning.
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Sacred Architecture News

The pendentives of the octagonal dome of the new Saint Thomas Aquinas Church at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln depict Saint Veronica, Saint Andrew, Saint Longinus,
and Saint Helena.
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In April, the 650-seat Saint Thomas
Aquinas Catholic Church on the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln Campus
was dedicated in the new 60,000-squarefoot Newman Center complex. The
nearly two-year, $25 million construction
is the second phase of an expansion
effort by UNL’s Newman Center. The
general contractor was Kiewit Building
Group and the architect of record
was Clark Architects Collaborative
3 of Lincoln, working with McCrery
Architects of Washington, D.C. More
than 2,500 students from several local
universities are actively involved at the
Newman Center.



A renovated Trolley Barn building in
Charleston, South Carolina, will be the
new home of the American College of the
Building Arts.



Photo: wsj.com
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The Most Reverend David Malloy of the
Diocese of Rockford dedicates the new altar
of Saint James Parish in Belvidere, Illinois.

Saint James Parish in Belvidere,
Illinois, has completed renovations to
its church. The church is now oriented to
the northwest rather than the northeast.
A second-floor balcony has been added
and seating capacity increased from
325 to 850. Larson & Darby Architects
of Rockford, Illinois, were selected for
A new bell tower is under construction the renovation, which cost $5.5 million.
at Saint George Maronite Catholic
Cathedral in Beirut, Lebanon. Directly
adjacent to the city’s Grand Mosque,
Saint George’s steeple will match the

height of the mosque’s 230-foot minarets.
The contractor is Enterprise Matta.
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The American College of the Building
Arts, currently housed in the Old City
Jail of Charleston, South Carolina, a
structure built in 1802 and restored
with the help of the college’s students,
is preparing to move into the larger
Trolley Barn, which has been unused
since the 1980s. The ACBA has hired
William G. Monroe III of WGM Design,
Inc. in Charleston to design their new
campus and renovate the 1897 rail car
building. The college purchased the
Trolley Barn from the city for only
$10 and sold part of it to a developer,
Parallel Capital, LLC for $1.75 million,
funds they will use to repurpose the
facility. Started in 2005, the ACBA is
the only educational institute in the
country to offer a Bachelors of Applied
Science in traditional building trades,
such as architectural stone, carpentry,
forged architectural iron, masonry,
plasterwork, and timber framing.

The roof of Saint-Donatien Basilica in
Nantes, France, caught fire on June 15,
2015, at 10:30 a.m. in connection with
waterproofing work. Large sections of
the roof were completely destroyed and
part of the sanctuary was damaged by
collapsing beams. Those attending Mass
inside were ushered outside and no one
was hurt.
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A proposal to convert Holy Trinity Church
in Boston into condominiums by Finegold
Alexander + Associates

Photo: yorkpress.co.uk

A developer, New Boston Ventures on
the South End of Boston, has proposed
a dramatic transformation of Holy
Trinity German Catholic Church and
rectory, built in 1877, into a boutique
condominium. Architect James
Alexander of Finegold Alexander +
Associates said he did not want to lose
the details and historical significance of
the church, but that without changes
to its shape and square footage the
property would not generate revenue.
The design features an eight-story glass
and steel structure bursting through the
roof of the old Gothic church.

Richard III was reinterred in Leicester Cathedral last March, in the newly created Christ
the King Chapel behind the altar.
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Timothy Cardinal Dolan, William
Cardinal Levada, Justin Cardinal Rigali,
Bishop Richard Stika, and cathedral
rector Father David Boettner broke
ground for the new Cathedral of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus in Knoxville,
Tennessee, in April. Nine other bishops
as well as the governor, several mayors,
state senators, and state representatives
were also in attendance. McCrery
Architects of Washington, D.C., in
collaboration with BarberMcMurry
Architects of Knoxville designed a
25,000-square-foot cathedral to seat one
thousand. The project is expected to take
two years to complete and has a budget
of $25 million.

Photo: shcathedral.org

Photo: flickr.com/marylea

King Richard III, the last Plantagenet
king, who died in battle and was
succeeded by Henry Tudor, was laid to
rest in March in the Church of England’s
Cathedral of Leicester, one hundred

miles north of London. His remains were
found beneath a parking lot 530 years
after his death, but the late monarch was
laid to rest with all the pomp and ritual
of the British Crown. In anticipation
of the reinterment, Leicester Cathedral
underwent a £2.5 million renovation,
including a design competition for a
new cathedra, won by Draisci Studio,
London. Van Heyningen and Haward
Architects of London designed the new
tomb and chapel of Christ the King, as
well as a new altar and reconfiguring of
The Dallas chapter of the American the chancel furnishings.
Institute of Architects awarded its most
prestigious award, the Twenty-Five Year

Award, to the Church of the Incarnation In October, the Fourth International
at the University of Dallas “for its C o n f e r e n c e o n C o n t e m p o r a r y
enduring design and its contributions to Religious Architecture, entitled “Latin
improving the built environment of the America and the Second Vatican
greater Dallas area.” Local architect Jane Council: Influences, Contributions,
Landry of Landry & Landry Architects Singularities,” was held in Puebla,
and Planners was the principal architect Mexico. Themes discussed included
of the church, which seats five hundred the implementation of Vatican II in
and was dedicated in 1985. University Latin America in light of contemporary
of Dallas art faculty also contributed influences such as European and North
designs for the baptismal font, altar, American culture, liberation theology,
cross, and statues.
the rise of Pentecostalism, the Landless
Movements, slums, and architectural

debate regarding open chapels and
monumental churches.

A crowd gathered to witness the
groundbreaking of the new Sacred Heart
Cathedral in Knoxville, Tennessee.
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Saint John the Evangelist, carved by
Donatello for the Duomo in Florence.
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The Chapel at Duke University in
Durham, North Carolina, closed on
May 11, 2015, for a restoration project
scheduled to take one year. In this time,
the roof will be replaced, the ceiling
rehabilitated, and some of the stained
glass and woodwork replaced for an
approximate cost of $10 million. Wiss,
All Saints Anglican C hurch in Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., who
Springfield, Missouri, desired a church restored the Washington Monument and
building that would express the faith Washington National Cathedral, will
of its members and connect it to direct the project.

historical ecclesiastical architecture.
The new church was designed by The Florence Academy of Art opened
Marshall Waters Woody Architects and a New York Metro campus on January 12
built by Brian Beckers Construction, in Jersey City, New Jersey, modeled on
both of Springfield. The design uses the original building in Florence, Italy.
Indiana limestone to achieve a “classic The curriculum is an intense study of
ecclesiastical style.” The congregation classical methods of drawing, painting,
also studied prominent English Anglican and sculpture for those interested in the
churches to inform their traditional Realist tradition. Students may transfer
design. The church holds 240 congregants and study effortlessly between the three
with additional overflow space and had locations in Jersey City, Florence, and
a construction cost of $7 million.
Mölndal, Sweden.
Photo: maps.google.com

Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiori, Antonio Quattrone

The Museum of Biblical Art in New
York hosted twenty-three masterpieces A reliquary of Saint Sebastian by Giovanni
by Renaissance artists, including
Giardini from the church of Santissima
Donatello, during the renovation of
Annunziata in Fumone, Italy
the Duomo in Florence. The display

was co-curated by Monsignor Timothy
Verdon from Florence’s Diocesan Office
of Sacred Art and Church Cultural
Heritage and by Daniel Zolli, a Harvard
doctoral candidate and Donatello expert.

Saint Dominic’s Church on the corner
of Sedgwick and Locust Streets on the
near North Side of Chicago will be
demolished to make way for a sevenstory condo. Built in 1905, the church
served mostly Italian immigrants in
one of the grittiest slums of Chicago,
and then a heavily ethnic community in
new Cabrini Green public housing over
a period in the ’50s and ’60s. The church
closed in 1990. The condominium
replacing it was designed by Sullivan,
Goulette, and Wilson Architects of
Chicago.

Photo: chapel.duke.edu

The Blessed Sacrament Chapel in the
Cathedral of Saint Mary in Miami,
Florida, was restored recently. The
project installed a new marble altar,
added gold paint to the walls, polished
the terrazzo floors, and provided better
lighting. The chapel’s original stained
glass was designed by Gabriel Loire
of Chartres, France. Architect Timothy
Schrock of Bal Harbour, Florida,
designed the renovations.

Photo: chicagoarchitecture.org

The Braccio Carlo Magno, adjacent to
Saint Peter’s Basilica in Vatican City,
hosted Precious Sculptures: Religious
Goldsmithing in Lazio from the 14th to the
18th Century, an exhibit of Renaissance
sacred objects from villages in the Italian
region of Lazio. The artifacts included
reliquaries, monstrances, chalices, stoups
for holy water, processional crosses,
busts, and statues. These treasures were
on display through the spring of 2015.

Photo: newliturgicalmovement.org

Photo: timothyschrock.com
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K2LD Architects have completed Christ
Methodist Church in Singapore—a
42,550-square-foot, $24.9 million
project. The architects focused on three
goals: environmental responsibility,
multifunctional spaces, and the need
for an image. A slatted screen covers
the façade, showing small crosses lit up
within it at night.

Photo: archdaily.com

Photo: South Bend Tribune

Saint Pius X Parish in Granger, Indiana,
broke ground in April for a $20 million
church complex designed by Alliance
Architects of South Bend, Indiana.
Bishop Kevin Rhoades of the Diocese of
Fort Wayne-South Bend presided over
the groundbreaking ceremony for the
cruciform, Romanesque-style church.
Construction for the parish of 3,150
families aims to complete the 1,300 seat T h e s t y l i s h M i l a n e s e a r c h i t e c t
Massimiliano Locatelli has converted
church by Christmas, 2016.
the former Chiesa San Paolo Converso
into a modern office space, preserving
the sixteenth-century interior and
frescoes by building a multilevel steel
frame inside without touching the
historic walls. Climbing the steel scaffold
allows an intimate view of the artwork
not achieved since the church was
built. Locatelli is delighted with the
space, calling it “peaceful,” “alive,” and
“paradise,” though he covered a view of
the crucifix because it was “too strong.”
Saint Pius X in Granger, Indiana,
designed by Alliance Architects.

Photo: wsj.com
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A scale model of Saint Peter’s Basilica
in Vatican City was constructed entirely
out of LEGO bricks by Rev. Bob Simon
of Saint Catherine of Siena parish in
Pennsylvania. Using only standard
LEGO pieces and with assistance from
Joe and Nick Dubinski, Fr. Simon spent
two years planning and about ten
months building the fourteen-foot-long
model. According to Simon, finding a
creative solution to construct the dome
was one of the most challenging parts
of the project. He also noted that the
repetitive process of building, brick
by brick, facilitated time for prayer
and led him to reflect on the architects
who worked on Saint Peter’s, including
Gian Lorenzo Bernini, who designed
the grand piazza. Simon’s model was
on display at the Franklin Institute in
Philadelphia during Pope Francis’ visit
to the city in September.

A monument to the late Pope Saint John
Paul II was unveiled in Paris on October
25, 2014, in a square named after Pope
Saint John XXIII near Notre Dame
Cathedral. The twelve-foot-tall, bronze
statue of the pontiff was sculpted
by Zurab Tsereteli, the President of
the Russian Academy of Arts. The
monument is a gift from the sculptor and
Russian people to the Polish community
of Paris.

The Church of the Multiplication in
Tabgha, Israel, was undamaged in the fire
set to the surrounding complex in April.
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A fire was set on June 18 to the complex
surrounding the Church of the
Multiplication near the Sea of Galilee
in Tabgha, Israel, where the miraculous
feeding of the five thousand from
Scripture took place. One building
was completely destroyed and several
others were vandalized, though the
church itself was not harmed. Sixteen
youths, most of whom were associated
with an extremist Jewish community,
were detained but all released shortly
after. The church at Tabgha suffered
a previous attack in April 2014 when
Jewish teenagers had damaged crosses
Joe Dubinski adds finishing touches to Rev. and attacked clergy.
Bob Simon’s scale model of Saint Peter’s

Basilica, constructed entirely of LEGO
bricks.
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The thirty-year restoration of the
church and convent of San Maurizio
in Milan, Italy, has been completed.
Napoleon Bonaparte suppressed the
convent in 1798, and the buildings are
now owned by the Civic Archeological
Museum of Milan. Renaissance painters
from the disciples of Leonardo da Vinci
to the early Mannerists had covered
the “Sistine Chapel of Milan” with a
collection of magnificent frescoes. A The newly renovated chapel at the Abbey of
€4 million donation restored 43,055
the Genesee in Piffard, New York
square feet of frescoes that had been
The three monotheistic religions have
damaged by humidity and vibrations

converged in a design by Wilfried Kuehn
from modern traffic.
in Berlin, Germany. Called the “House
of One,” the modern building features
three distinct worship spaces—a church,
a synagogue, and a mosque—gathered
“The quality of the carving your company
around a central meeting area. The site
has provided for Bishop Sherlock’s Room is,
will be that of Berlin’s first church, Saint
by common consent, simply outstanding.
Peter’s, which dates back to the twelfth
The craftsmanship on display is extraordinary
century but was destroyed after World
and the appearance of the room is remarkable
War II by East German authorities.
as a result.”
A budget of €43.5 million is being
fundraised. The design is intended for
Dr. Scott Cooper, Director, Fulham Palace
interfaith dialogue.
Agrell Architectural Carving provides bespoke,

high quality architectural woodcarving,
An art historian, Andrew Tallon, is
consultation and design services.
documenting historic churches and
Wood carving: With offices in the UK, New York
buildings with laser precision. Tallon’s
and San Francisco and a capacity of over 50,000
laser scans sweep a surface, mapping
hours of hand carving a year, we proudly stand
by our reputation for producing high quality
millions of pinpoints and matching
woodcarving on time and within budget, regardless
each point to a color in a panoramic
of project size or location.
image. For instance, a series of fifty
Consultation and Design: With over 50 years
scans at Notre-Dame Cathedral in
expertise in woodcarving and design, Ian Agrell
Paris yielded over a billion data points
provides a unique service that if utilised during the
and a stunningly realistic model of the
planning stages can result in significant time and
building. Tallon has scanned more than
monetary savings.
forty-five historic buildings worldwide,
and is particularly fascinated with using
Contact:
this technology to analyze and unlock
New York and SF:
the unknown methods of Gothic master
(415) 457 4422
builders.
UK: (01233) 500252
www.agrellcarving.com
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The chapel renovation at the Abbey of
the Genesee, a community of Cistercian
monks in Piffard, New York, was
recently completed for $500,000. The tenmonth renovation included a new floor,
organ, altar rail, and other furnishings,
as well as new electrical, heating, and
lighting systems, along with improved
accessibility. Architects J. David Richen
and Tim Brinduse contributed to the
project. Bishop Salvatore Matano of the
Diocese of Rochester dedicated it on
April 17.

Image: konbini.com

Photo: flickr.com/barone tifone
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Saint John the Evangelist Roman
Catholic Church in Lambertville, New
Jersey, has completed renovations.
The $2.2 million project included
refurbishing the stained glass, improving
accessibility, fixing the roof, painting the
ceiling, installing a new floor, improving
lighting, and painting faux marble on the
columns. The firm Inside Architecture
designed the restoration, which took The Cathedral Basilica of Saint Augustine in Saint Augustine, Florida, was renovated in
ten months.
time for the celebration of the city’s 450th anniversary.


The Diocese of Christchurch, New
Zealand, has announced plans to rebuild
the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament,
which was extensively damaged in
a February 2011 earthquake. Its twin
bell towers and sanctuary were largely
destroyed and the masonry substantially
fractured. Originally, the diocese meant
to tear down the cathedral and start
over. However, further investigation has
revealed a possibility that the nave can
be reinforced to facilitate the renovation.
Engineers will analyze the remaining
structure of the nave to determine its
viability. If all is well, it then will be
safely secured before construction takes
place. The renovations are budgeted
at NZ$67 million with NZ$40 million
covered by insurance payouts.

Photo: foodforfaith.org.nz



Damaged in a 2011 earthquake, the
Diocese of Christchurch, New Zealand,
plans to rebuild the Cathedral of the
Blessed Sacrament.

The Florentine architect Massimo Ricci
has dedicated his life to studying
Brunelleschi’s famous dome of the
Florentine cathedral. Brunelleschi’s
dome is a compelling engineering feat
because it was built without centering
through interlocking brickwork and
a double shell. Toward this end, Ricci
began constructing a brick model of the
dome in 1989. It is thirty-three feet across
and consists of more than half a million
bricks. Through this process, Ricci thinks
he has uncovered the secret of the dome:
a star-shaped reference suspended in
the middle of the dome from which
a series of chains radiated from the
hub and hooked onto the walls. Eight
corresponding ropes made arcs along
the rising walls, ensuring each side of
the octagon arcs at the same angle. The
hub and chains issuing from it resemble
the petals of a flower, which is both the
symbol of Florence and the name of the
cathedral, Santa Maria del Fiore.
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In 2015, 595 men will be ordained to the
priesthood in the United States, according
to the United States Conference of
Catholic Bishops. This is a 24.7 percent
increase in priestly ordinations over
2014, when 477 men were ordained.


Our Lady of Guadalupe Parish of
Rosenberg, Texas, dedicated a new
church in April after a fourteen-month
construction process. The 12,000-squarefoot church holds six hundred and serves
2,400 families. It was completed for $5.5
million by Turner Duran Architects
of Houston in a Spanish Colonialinfluenced style.

Photo: Fr. Stephen Reynolds

Established in 1565, the oldest Catholic
parish in the country, the Cathedral
Basilica of Saint Augustine in Saint
Augustine, Florida, recently completed
a $4 million renovation. Baker Liturgical
Art oversaw the project, including new
Italian marble flooring and predella,
pews, paintings and statues, and a
rebuilt choir loft. The rededication
coincided with the 450th anniversary of
the city’s founding.

Photo: thefirstparish.org

Photo: insidearchitecture.com
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Contemplating the Kingdom:
The Need for Re-Iconization in Our Own Time
Aidan Nichols, O.P.
Introduction

Photo: wikiepedia.org

C

hurch architecture has joined the
disputed issues of contemporary
Western Catholicism. Indeed, one
commentator, the American Michael
Rose, does not scruple to speak about
“architectural culture wars” in progress
today.1 That the same author can vary
that phrase by introducing, in place
of “architectural,” the neologism
“archi-liturgical” should alert us to
a fairly obvious fact. 2 The debate
about architecture is as organically
connected with dispute about the
liturgy as a Modernist church in the
twentieth-century International style
is disconnected from the traditional
modalities of Catholic worship.
The “Jubilee Church,” erected by
the Roman diocese in the year 2000 to
a plan suggested by the New York architect Richard Meier, might be not the
worst place to open an enquiry. That
is owing to the high-profile nature of
this scheme, which was intended as a
pilot for the third millennium of the
Church’s story. An external view of the
building must mention first its combination of rectangular and curved
surfaces with no obvious symbolic
resonance; the appropriate adjectives
would be “analytical” and “cubist.”
Inside, the professor of fine arts at the
American University in Rome found
a stark interior, raw in its geometry,
its furniture banal.3 The altar is an uncovered block of travertine, the ambo
a box. No one had provided for the
sanctuary either crucifix or image of
the Mother of God, so a borrowed
version of the one, from a neighboring parish, and a repository version of
the other took their place, the crucifix
disconcertingly decentered in regard to
the altar. Though this observer praises
the tabernacle for its color and surface,
she implies what a photographer soon
confirms: it is a box—another one, if a
golden one—with a circle inscribed on
the side that opens. She admits that the
aspiration of the building to austerity
of form impresses, but doubts whether
it adds up to a church, exactly—as distinct from a public building of some
other kind. Her ascription of “icono-

Chiesa di Dio Padre Misericordioso, The Jubilee Church, Rome
designed by Richard Meier.
clastic tendencies” to its architect, a
secular Jew, would not necessarily be
denied by their object. Meier argued
that, had the diocese of Rome wanted
a traditional church, they would not
have invited him in particular to enter
the competition to design it.4 That is a
perfectly reasonable point. A defining
feature of the Modern movement in
architecture is to sever, of set purpose,
all nostalgic ties with the past of a tradition.5
As the year 2000 came and went,
so it happens, an English Jesuit was
working on a comprehensive study
of probably the greatest of the twentieth century’s liturgical architects,
John Ninian Comper, whose vision
and technique could hardly stand in
sharper contrast to Meier ’s. Father
Anthony Symondson’s biography of
Comper is still awaited, but his study
of Comper ’s approach to building a
church has already appeared.6 It is not
only a fastidiously researched, excellently written, and superbly illustrated
study (from black and white photographs, many of them early, of these
buildings). It is also a declaration of
war. For Symondson, architectural
Modernism has
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resulted in a rash of mediocre
churches and the ruination of
many old ones which depress
their congregations, starve them
of transcendence in worship, and
deprive them of a sense of place.7
The importance of Comper is that
more than any other English church
architect of the twentieth century,
[he] endeavoured with passionate
conviction to penetrate to the
very core of Western civilization
by studying the church art and
architecture of Europe to find there
spiritual values applicable to his
own time.8
The “ideological impasse in which
modern church architecture sleeps”
could be overcome with no compromise of liturgical principle if Comper’s
understanding not only of the “indispensability of beauty” but, more specifically, of the “legacy of Christian tradition” were renewed.9 If I say that the
overall effect of text and photographs
in this book comes as a revelation,
I shall also be declaring an interest.
What follows in this essay is an attempt
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to second Father Symondson’s plea, to the Bible and Tradition.
notably by bringing into consort some
voices harmonious with his, mainly—
[A church] is a building which
but not exclusively—from the United
enshrines the altar of Him who
States.
dwelleth not in temples made
The ground of my partisanship lies
with hands and who yet has made
in the history of the subject—namely,
there His Covenanted Presence on
sacred space as envisaged in Church
earth. It is the centre of Worship
tradition. Any visit to that history, with
in every community of men who
a view to drawing out pertinent prinrecognize Christ as the Pantokrator,
ciples, will prove hard to reconcile with
the Almighty, the Ruler and Creator
those radically innovatory twentiethof all things: at its altar is pleaded
century buildings that reject both structhe daily Sacrifice in complete union
ture and content as found in pre-twenwith the Church Triumphant in
tieth-century use.
Heaven, of which He is the one and
only Head, the High Priest forever
Some Principles
after the order of Melchisedech.12
We can note first the importance
of the church building for traditional
Christendom. It is hardly to be overestimated. Vera Shevzov writes of
Russian Christian attitudes:
Given the meanings ascribed to the
temple [i.e., church building], it is not
surprising that Orthodox writers and
preachers considered it an essential
aspect of the Christian life. Without
the temple, they maintained, there
could be no salvation, since only
it could facilitate the formation of
the inner spiritual temple. Insofar
as believers strove toward union
and communion with God, by their
nature they needed the structure
and stimulus of matter. The church
building provided the primary
source of nourishment and healing
for the human soul in its journey
toward God.10
That tells us of the vital place of the
church building, albeit in an idiom
somewhat uncertainly positioned
between religious rhetoric and social
anthropology. Shevzov’s statement
needs supplementing by a more theological definition of what a church is.
For any reality, after all, ontology underlies function. Preferably, such a definition should draw on both Western
and Eastern emphases since although
our interest, like the problem, is Occidental, the Church here as elsewhere
cannot be healthful unless she also
breathes with her Oriental “lung. ”
Writing as an Anglo-Catholic with
Rome-ward inclinations, 11 Comper
comes obligingly to our aid. His prose
has late Edwardian lushness, but the
saturated quality of this particular
passage turns on its richness of allusion
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Comper goes on to emphasize
the catholic—that is, the ecclesial and
cosmic—character of the church building, to the point of arguing that “a Protestant church” (as distinct from meeting-house for preaching) is a contradiction in terms. Only a high doctrine of
the ecclesial mystery can explain the
existence of the historic church building of traditional Christendom and the
attention paid it by the community.
A church built with hands . . . is the
outward expression here on earth of
that spiritual Church built of living
stones, the Bride of Christ, Urbs
beata Jerusalem, which stretches back
to the foundation of the world and
onwards to all eternity. With her
Lord she lays claim to the whole of
His Creation . . . And so the temple
here on earth, in different lands
and in different shapes, in the East
and in the West, has developed or
added to itself fresh forms of beauty
and, though it has suffered from
iconoclasts and destroyers both
within and without, . . . it has never
broken with the past, it has never
renounced its claims to continuity.13
In his keynote essay “Of the Atmosphere of a Church,” from which I have
been quoting, Comper infers from such
a conception that “it must . . . reduce
to folly” the terms “self-expression”
and “the expression of the age,” and
most notably so when they are “used
to cover such incapacity and ugliness
as every age has in turn rejected.” And
he inquires, pointedly, “Is there such
a supremacy of goodness, beauty and
truth in the present age as to mark it
as distinct from the past and demand
that we invent a new expression of
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mental order” can only have the most
precarious future, so Mannion opined,
if such a view of the Church’s worship
should come to prevail.
The most frequent visual embodiment of “experiential-expressivism,”
at least in North America, is probably
the domestication of church interiors.
The only “model” appeal to group selfexpression one can readily find in the
paradigm of contemporary Western
culture turns out to be the living room
or, more institutionally, the doctor ’s
waiting room or, yet again, the hotel
foyer. Comfortable or plush, these
have it in common that they are always
tame. Such accommodation to secular
space is hardly unknown in Britain
either. In the words of one English
commentator (like Comper, an AngloCatholic, at least at the time of writing):
“The sanctuary became less a place to
worship God than the apotheosis of
Interior, Jubilee Church, Rome.
1960’s man’s homage to G-Plan furit?”14 A saint or mystic may pass di- both the expression of the age, but of nishing and his own immanence.”18
rectly to God without any need for the one side of it only.” And Comper goes Mannion’s critique was equally severe,
outward beauties of art, or nature for on with frightening prescience: “Rome if more soberly expressed.
that matter. Most people cannot.
has condemned modernist doctrine,
Comper stresses the eschatological but has not yet condemned its expresThe kind of hospitality appropriate
setting of worship.
sion in art. The attraction of the modto worship is not psychological
ernistic is still too strong.”16
intimacy in the ordinary cultural
The note of a church should be,
sense: it is theological intimacy,
not that of novelty, but of eternity.
Contemporary Difficulties
that is, the bonding of persons of
Like the Liturgy celebrated within
all degrees of relationship by their
it, the measure of its greatness will
It would be hard to imagine a maniparticipation in the Trinitarian
be the measure in which it succeeds
festo in more brutal contradiction to
life of God through sacramental
in eliminating time and producing
Comper’s principles than the United
initiation. By the same token,
the atmosphere of heavenly
States Bishops’ Conference Committee
transcendence does not mean divine
worship. This is the characteristic
on the Liturgy document Environment
remoteness from the communal, but
of the earliest art of the Church, in
and Art in Catholic Worship, produced
the embodiment of divine glory in
liturgy, in architecture and in plastic
exactly thirty years after he wrote. The
communal events.19
decoration, and it is the tradition of
1978 text declared the assembly of beall subsequent ages.15
lievers the most important “symbol
An alternative organization of space
with which the liturgy deals.” The doc- to the domestic could bear a closer reThis need exclude no genuinely ument thus relegates all other elements semblance to the garage. But, as the
“beautiful style.” But the basic layout of Catholic worship—not only the closing sentence of this citation indimust be “in accord with the require- ordained ministry but the rites them- cates, the Bauhaus style of strippedments of the liturgy and the pastoral selves, and so, inevitably, their artistic down simplicity is scarcely more
needs of those who worship within and architectural elaboration—to a sec- helpful than Biedermeier cosiness.
it,” while “the imagery [found within ondary status.17 In due course, this text In total if unwitting conformity with
it] must express the balanced measure stimulated a robust counterreaction in Comper’s essay, Mannion comments:
of the faith.” For these purposes it is the American church.
“there exists considerable difficulty in
necessary to “look to tradition.” It is
Thus, for instance, the liturgical theo- reconciling the principles of aesthetic
no more satisfactory to suppose, so logian Francis Mannion found behind modernism and those of the sacramenComper argues, that one can properly its extraordinary choice of controlling tal tradition of Catholicism.”20
interpret these needs without reference option an attitude he called theologiThat is the artifice of understateto tradition than were we to neglect cal “experiential-expressivism.” That is ment. How can they possibly be recontradition in interpreting the New Testa- his term for a situation where liturgical ciled if architectural Modernism seeks,
ment or the creeds of the Church. Anti- forms serve chiefly to express the in- as it does, to expunge symbolism and
traditionalists are, generally speaking, spirations of a group. The role of art in memory whereas the sacramental
consistent since “modernism in art is exploring, after the manner (we might sensibility of Catholicism is founded
the natural expression of modernism add) of Comper, the “Christologically on precisely these things? Helpfully,
in doctrine, and it is quite true they are founded rites” of the Church’s “sacra- Mannion points for guidance to the
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Only in an age when man gives up
his personal prayer and contents
himself with being simply a
communal animal in the church
can one design churches which are
determined purely functionally by
the services of the congregation.23

In the year 2000 the National Conference of Catholic Bishops in the United
States approved a replacement set of
guidelines for Environment and Art in
Catholic Worship. Built of Living Stones,
for such was its title, represents a considerable advance on its predecessor. It
does so by conceiving the church building as chiefly a function of the Church’s
rites. But there is a price to be paid in
terms of devotional purposes, as distinct from liturgical goals strictly so
defined.22 For the document did not do
justice to a swinging—but not wholly
unjustified—judgment passed by
the Swiss dogmatician Hans Urs von
Balthasar on how we live now.

The Need for Re-Iconization
Steven Schloeder is an American
architect who takes as his points of
reference the dedication rites and the
Catechism, as well as texts from the
Second Vatican Council and Pope
John Paul II. What he terms Modernist “whitewashed barns”—examples
such as the Fronleichnamskirche at
Aachen date from so early as the late
1920s24—proved, he reports, influential
models for reordered, as well as newly
built, churches in the post-Conciliar
epoch. The emphasis of the Modernist
movement on “universal space” tallied
only too well with the antihierarchical
communitarianism which was a temptation of the mid-twentieth-century
liturgical movement, just as aesthetic
reductivism dovetailed into notions of
liturgical simplicity. The ruling maxim
became “assembly is all.” Emphasis on
the meal-aspect of the Eucharist at the
expense of its more primordial sacrificial dimension25—the “meal” is enjoyment of the fruits of the sacrifice—followed naturally. In their worst (i.e.,
their most consistent) examples, writes
Schloeder:

Photo: flickr.com/Edmund Harris

post-Conciliar rite for the dedication of
a church and altar and the relevant sections of the 1992 Catechism of the Catholic Church.21 Given the Second Vatican
Council’s movement of ressourcement
in matters of early Christian Liturgy,
it was certainly extraordinary that the
bishops and the periti expressed so little
interest in the recovery of the forms
of ancient Christian architecture and
art, forms which are the matrix of all
the subsequently developed styles the
Church has known. In the post-Conciliar period, some assistance was granted,
however, to the recovery of sanity by
these ceremonial and catechetical documents.

Saint Mary, Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, designed by Sir Ninian Comper.
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[The Modernists’] buildings have
been incapable of addressing the
deeper, mystical knowledge of
the faith, much less the human
soul’s yearning for the mystery
of transcendent beauty. Rather,
they have fallen into a reductionist
mentality, stripping the churches of
those elements, symbols, and images
that speak to the human heart.
Their buildings speak only of the
immanent—even as their liturgies
studiously avoid the transcendent to
dwell on the “gathered assembly”—
and thus have departed from the
theological and anthropological
underpinnings of the traditional
understanding of Catholic church
architecture.26
By the early 1960s, some commentators were resigned to soulless churches
as all that a supposedly inescapable architectural modernity would provide.
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Basilica di San Clemente, Rome.
“Apart from the community which
gathers in these churches,” wrote R.
Kevin Seasoltz with seeming equanimity, “the buildings have little meaning.”27
For Schloeder, in striking contrast,
the church building is an icon of the spiritual reality of the Church.28 Here he has,
I believe, rightly identified the nodal
issue. Schloeder outlines briefly how in
the East and West this “iconic” character of the church building worked out.
Given the authoritative role of Church
tradition in these matters, this is in fact
an indispensable exercise.
For the East: drawing on such
Fathers as Theodore of Mopsuestia,
Maximus Confessor, and Germanus of
Constantinople, as well as later divines
like Nicholas of Andida, Nicholas Cabasilas, and Symeon of Thessalonica,
Schloeder produces an overall identikit
Byzantine interpretation of the church
building. At the church entrance, the
narthex signifies the unredeemed
world: here in early times the catechumens and penitents foregathered. By
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Fronleichnamskirche, Aachen.

contrast, the naos or central space represents the redeemed world crowned
by a dome whose primary task is to
recall the heavens, where Christ the
Pantokrator, figured there, sits in His
risen humanity at the Father’s right,
holding all things together in heaven
and on earth. But, writes Schloeder:
The dome also gives a sense of
immanence, and suggests that
the naos is also the Womb of the
Virgin, as well as the Holy Cave of
Bethlehem and the Holy Cave of the
Sepulchre. Thus the building evokes
many images of places where the
Spirit vivifies the Church, which is
born into the world, and redeemed
into the Glory of the Lord.29

perfection of [the] Holy of Holies, and
. . . even the sacramental representation of the very Throne of God.”30 The
multiple “layeredness” or rich complexity of such symbolic interpretation of the church building, even at
a comparatively early stage of Greek
Christian reflection, is shown in Schloeder’s summary of three chapters from
the Mystagogia of the seventh century
doctor Saint Maximus:
The entire church is an image of
the Universe, of the visible world,
and of man; within it, the chancel
represents man’s soul, the altar
his spirit, the naos his body. The
bishop’s Entrance into the church
symbolizes Christ’s coming into the
flesh, his Entrance into the bema
[the sanctuary] Christ’s Ascension
to heaven.31

Continuing his analysis, Schloeder
describes the developed icon screen of
late medieval and modern ByzantineSlav churches as veiling the sanctuary,
Turning now to the West, such high
which is “the fulfillment of the Mercy medieval treatises as the canon regular
Seat of the Mosaic tabernacle, . . . the Hugh of Saint Victor’s Speculum de mys-
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teriis Ecclesiae, the black monk Abbot
Suger’s Libellus de consecratione Ecclesiae
sancti Dionysii, and Bishop William Durandus’s Rationale divinorum officiorum
furnish an analogical treatment to that
found further east. The themes of the
Body of Christ and the Heavenly City
bespeak divine order in its integrity
and fullness, which buildings shaped
for the celebration of the liturgy should
reflect.
As Schloeder points out, the most
common schema in the Western
Middle Ages is the cruciform church as
representation of the Lord’s own body
on the Cross. In, for example, a medieval English cathedral with a black
monk chapter,

God; the transepts are his extended
arms; his torso and legs form the
nave since the gathered faithful are
his body; the narthex represents
his feet, where the faithful enter
the church; and at the crossing is
the altar, which is the heart of the
church.32

Drawing: B. Brown

Christ’s Head is at the apse which is
the seat of governance represented
by the bishop’s cathedra; the choir is
his throat from which the chants of
the monks issue forth the praise of
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foundation stones, each one of which
bore the name of the one of the twelve
apostles of the Lamb” (Apocalypse
21:14).34 Although Saint Charles Borromeo’s influential treatise Instructiones Fabricae et Supellectilis Ecclesiasticae,
which sought to summarize Catholic
traditions of church design, shows a
markedly practical bent, Borromeo
That is not without a biblical basis. began his work with these words:
Saint Paul had called Christ the cornerstone (Ephesians 2:20), and Christians
This only has been our principle:
members of his body (Romans 12:5; 1
that we have shown that the norm
Corinthians 12:12), so it was natural for
and form of building, ornamentation
Christians to see the church building as
and ecclesiastical furnishing are
an expression of the body of the Lord.
precise and in agreement with the
There was here a kind of Gospel transthinking of the Fathers…35
figuration of the ancient conviction,
classically expressed in Vitruvius’s De
That could not but ratify patristic
architectura, that the wonderful pro- (and post-patristic) theological symbolportions of the human body—confirm- ism—not least for Borromini.
ing in the microcosm the macrocosmic
The Instructions were reprinted,
harmony of nature—are architecture’s largely unchanged, on at least nineteen
proper measure. On such an under- occasions between 1577 and 1952. 36
standing, nothing They remain pertinent to post-Conis more natural ciliar Catholicism, since, in a passage
than to cover from the “Constitution on the Sacred
church walls with Liturgy” of the Second Vatican Council
frescoes of the highlighted by Schloeder, in any aspect
saints, or punc- of liturgical life, “care must be taken
tuate them with that any new forms adopted should in
s t a t u e s , s i n c e some way grow organically from forms
t h e s e r e m i n d already existing.”37
the faithful how
That passage furnishes the leitmotif
they are indeed of his comprehensive 1998 study Arpart of Christ’s chitecture in Communion, just as it does
“mystical” body. for a more general study of liturgical
A c h u r c h i s , principles which appeared a few years
in Schloeder ’s later, Alcuin Reid’s The Organic Develphrase, “built opment of the Liturgy.38
theology.”33
Schloeder ’s exposition itself indiPostmedieval cates that the tradition of symbolic inc h u rc h e s c o n - terpretation was not uniform. It had
tinued to be de- variants, stemming from differences in
signed to mark- both architectural style and theological
edly symbolic background. Comper had increasingly
plans. So Schloe- sought to maximize the advantages of
der reminds us such pluralism by a policy of “unity by
how Francesco inclusion”: Gothic and Classical styles,
Borromini, when for instance, are not, in Christian use,
remodeling the opposites. 39 Enough is in common to
nave of Saint call this, in broad terms, the Tradition
John Lateran, set (of iconic interpretation of architecture,
up the twelve q.v.).
apostles in monIt is a tradition which requires reinumental statuary statement in our own time, above all
with the conse- through the construction of buildings
cration crosses that actually call for a reading along
by their side, to some such lines. Indeed, the post-Conbespeak the city ciliar rite Dedication of a Church and an
of the Apoca- Altar demands it, explicitly calling the
l y p s e w h i c h church building a representation of the
“stood on twelve heavenly Jerusalem.40 If that rite bears
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Saint Cyprian’s, Clarence Gate, London, designed by Sir Ninian Comper.
any authority, then the shapes and had entered a similar plea.
volumes of sacred space need relating
to ecclesial functions within an organic
It begins to become more and more
composition, and both massing and
obvious that the exact ambience
decoration must be allowed to recover
and cultural context of the visible
their full symbolic valency. This in turn
elements in the interiors of modern
will permit the personal, devotional inchurches should be thought out and
habiting of space as well as its corpoacted upon in far greater seriousness
rate liturgical equivalent.
and depth than hitherto . . . The
sacred space has been violated since
Conclusion
Vatican II very much as it was first
at the time of the Reformation, and
Francis Mannion relaxed his characthis must be rectified for the health
teristic iron discipline of under-stateof the Church.42
ment when he wrote:
And so, Quo vadis? As if with proA future generation of historians
phetic insight into the ravages of arwill make a stronger connection
chitectural Modernism, the American
than we do today between the
Neo-Gothic builder Ralph Adams
early iconoclastic movement, the
Cram wrote in the opening year of the
Reformation “stripping of altars,”
twentieth century:
and the post-Vatican II treatment of
the historic heritage of Catholic art.41
We must return for the fire of life
to other centuries, since a night
Three years previously, in the unintervened between our fathers’
likely context of the London Tablet, the
time and ours wherein the light
stained–glass artist Patrick Reyntiens
was not.43
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That was Comper’s message too, but
in his case it came to entail a comprehensive openness to all the great stylistic epochs of the Church as builder.
That was possible owing to both the
ontological character of beauty as a
transcendental determination of being
and the fundamental internal coherence or organicity of the Church’s tradition. The unifying element in any
particular building comes from the architect’s contribution. A church must
be not only a rationally designed liturgical space but a unified work of art.
John Henry Newman, in the nineteenth of the Parochial and Plain Sermons
(volume six), took as his text Psalm
78:69, which in the Authorized Version
reads, “He built His sanctuary like high
palaces, like the earth which He hath
established for ever.” Newman used
the homiletic opportunity to argue
against the opinion that Jesus’s prediction to the Woman of Samaria—future
worshippers “shall worship the Father
in spirit and in truth” (John 4:23)—nullifies the psalm in question (and in so
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doing renders trivial the topic of this
essay).
Our Saviour did not say to the
Samaritan woman that there should
be no places and buildings for
worship under the Gospel, because
He has not brought it to pass, because
such ever have been, at all times
and in all countries, and amid all
differences of faith. And the same
reasons which lead us to believe
that religious edifices are a Christian
ordinance, though so very little is
said about them in Scripture, will
also show that it is right and pious
to make them enduring, and stately,
and magnificent, and ornamental;
so that our Saviour’s declaration,
when He foretold the destruction
of the Temple at Jerusalem, was
not that there should never be any
other house built to His honour, but
rather that there should be many
houses; that they should be built, not
merely at Jerusalem, or at Gerizim,
but everywhere; what was under
the Law a local ordinance, being
henceforth a Catholic privilege,
allowed not here and there, but
wherever was the Spirit and the

Truth. The glory of the Gospel is
not the abolition of rites, but their
dissemination; not their absence, but
their living and efficacious presence
through the grace of Christ.44



A church building, says Newman, Reverend Aidan Nichols, O.P. is the prior of
the Dominican Priory of Saint Michael
represents
the Archangel, Cambridge, and a prolific
theologian. He is a scholar of the theologian
the beauty, the loftiness, the
Hans Urs von Balthasar and of the Russian
calmness, the mystery, and the
theological tradition, among other schools
sanctity of religion . . . and that in
of thought.
many ways; still, I will say, more
than all these, it represents to us
The above article is an excerpt from Lost
its eternity. It is the witness of Him
in Wonder: Essays on Liturgy and the
who is the first and the last; it is the
Arts, by Aidan Nichols, O.P., printed in
token and emblem of “Jesus Christ,
2011 by Ashgate Publishing Company.
the same yesterday, today, and for
Reprinted with permission.
ever.”45
That is why they are

Endnotes

happy . . . who, when they enter
within their holy limits, enter in
heart into the court of heaven. And
most unhappy, who, while they
have eyes to admire, admire them
only for their beauty’s sake, and the
skill they exhibit; who regard them
as works of art, not fruits of grace;
bow down before their material
forms, instead
of worshipping
“in spirit and
in truth”; count
their stones,
and measure
their spaces, but
discern in them
no tokens of the
invisib le, no
canons of truth,
no lessons of
wisdom, to
guide them
f o r w a r d
in the way
heavenward!46
We enter these
iconic buildings
aright if, as we do
so, we contemplate the mystery
of the Church
and, through
the Church, the
Kingdom. Go
t o t h e g re a t est of Comper ’s
churches—to
Saint Mary’s,
Wellingborough
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(Northamptonshire), or Saint Cyprian’s, Clarence Gate (London)—and
you will learn how.47
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Spatial Sacrality and the Budgetary Wrecking Ball
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Sanctuary of Saint John of God Catholic Church in Chicago just before it was demolished in 2011.

lthough once rare, these days
announcements of church
demolitions and parish closures
have become an expected part of weekly
news. For example, in the Archdiocese
of Chicago alone, forty-six parishes were
closed and thirty-five were consolidated
during the tenure of Joseph Cardinal
Bernardin (1982–1996), while under
the tenure of Francis Cardinal George
(1997–2014, † 2015), twenty-two were
closed and ten were consolidated.1 A
rationale given for the closures seems to
be the combination of lack of funds and
diminished attendance. Increasingly, if

a struggling parish occupies potentially
good real estate, there would be an
additional impetus for vacating the
structures and making a profit off the
land’s sale. In such situations, a parish,
as a body of the faithful, relocates
elsewhere, often merging with another
parish in the vicinity, while structures
occupying the lot might end up being
demolished. Such a scenario is especially
common when a church building is
found to be in a state of severe disrepair.
Upon a closure of the parish in its
original location, four model outcomes
can be expected: a creative reuse of
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the parochial buildings including the
church, a demolition, a partial salvage,
or a revival and restoration. The first
two have been particularly common
lately: a survival of the remaining
structures through a creative reuse
(e.g., conversion to a condo building)
or a complete demolition. A third, but
rare, outcome may be a partial salvage
whereby some parts of the building and
its content are transferred elsewhere.
However, with such a move, the spiritual
and material space of the community
completely perishes with the building,
and its sacrality is lost. 2 There is a
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Interior of the Old Saint James Catholic Church,
Chicago, ca. 1950; demolished 2013.

View of Saint John of God Catholic Church, ca. 1950;
demolished and partially salvaged 2011.
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fourth outcome that is just as rare as the
third but allows for a reestablishment
of the sacred space—a revival and
restoration of the church building to its
original liturgical function. This fourth
outcome is precisely the model that
reintroduces sacrality, obliterated or
obfuscated in the first three scenarios.
The preservation of spatial sacrality,
left behind with all its history and
potentiality, is the primary concern of
this article. This sacrality is accrued over
time since the moment of the building’s
dedication and is noticeable to the eye
when one enters the old spaces of the
ruinous closed churches, years after
their deconsecration. The perceived
evenhandedness of the rationale for
closing churches may not be leading us
toward making correct decisions when
the spiritual spaces—having been homes
to communities for generations—are
assessed through numbers on paper. I
would like to address this discrepancy
in hopes that our deeper understanding
of the situation informs our decisions.
We can hardly afford losing any more of
our architectural and cultural heritage.
This article is structured around
three examples that illustrate the last
three of the four scenarios: a demolition, a partial salvage, and a restoration. All three examples come from
the South Side of Chicago, with the
Catholic churches of Saint James and
Saint John of God both having been
recently demolished, and the Shrine
of Christ the King (formerly known as
Saint Gelasius) being an example of a
church’s survival. Although all three
were originally slated for demolition,
the parishes and their buildings had
different fates. As we look at these examples, we need to consider an economically and rationally unquantifiable criterion of a historic space that
hosted continuous and intense devotion over the period of generations—its
sacrality. That particular characteristic
provides the space with what secular
visitors and believers alike recognize
as “sacred”: a patina of supernatural
life experienced by generations of both
poor and rich parishioners that contributed to creating communal spaces of
devotion. This layering of time appears
not to be of consideration when a
diocese decides to level a 150-year-old
church due to a lack of money to repair
the structure. As we examine the three
churches, it becomes apparent which
of the models is actually able to accommodate both the needs for historic
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Interior of Saint John of God Catholic Church, ca. 1950s.
From St. John of God: 50th Anniversary (1957), 20–21.

Interior of Saint John of God Catholic Church just before demolition in 2011.
preservation and those of the local
Catholic community.
The first example is the historic Saint
James Catholic Church, designed by
Patrick C. Keely and built from 1875 to
1880, initially for the Irish community
south of the Loop. The area, known
as Bronzeville, has been a thoroughly
African American neighborhood for

decades. The structural integrity of
the building had been severely compromised, to the extent that it would
require millions of dollars to save the
church. Despite citywide opposition,
protests of the parishioners (numbering four hundred families, a few of
them original), and the consulted architect putting up some of the money,
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the Archdiocese of Chicago decided to
demolish the church, which promptly
happened in 2013. Some of the Gothic
Revival interior was salvaged, but otherwise, the wealth of decoration and
architectural details was lost. To what
degree does the countermeasure (on
the part of the archdiocese) of building
a $4 million new church for that same
parish serve as a proper substitution
for what was completely negated by
the wrecking ball—a sacred space that
was a product of years or even centuries of the laity’s careful construction of
their communities both on the physical
and supernatural levels?
Another example illustrates the
fate of the building when its parts are
salvaged and recycled. Designed by
Henry J. Schlacks and built for the
Polish community in the Back of the
Yards neighborhood from 1918 to 1920,
Saint John of God suffered through the
demographic changes of “white flight”
and a resultant financial hardship.
Before it was demolished in 2011, it had
served as a gymnasium since the 1990s
and was no longer a parish. Prior to the
demolition, the grey Indiana limestone
front façade was carefully dismantled
and moved to Old Mill Creek, Illinois,
where it was incorporated into a newly
built structure of Saint Raphael the
Archangel church. This new parish also
managed to appropriate some of the interior remnants of Saint Peter Canisius
Church in Chicago, which was built in
1932 and closed in 2007.
This example vividly illustrates
the scenario of partial salvage, where
a complete building survival is no
longer an option. Although this model
provides for some preservation of the
material culture created by the specific community, the very space—the
spiritual home of the community—is
demolished, and the remnants saved
are taken miles away from the original context of the neighborhood. In
effect, this model is antithetical to the
very concept of sacred space. However,
history is full of examples of the use of
reclaimed architectural fragments: in
Ancient Rome, the Middle Ages, and
the Renaissance, spoliated parts were
included in new buildings. In turn,
this practice often allowed new structures to be integrated into a preexisting
(but ruinous) built fabric in an effort to
attempt a kind of renovatio. The question now is to what extent the salvaged
spolia become decontextualized architectonic ornaments in the service of cre-
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The front façade of Saint John of God Catholic Church on the new parish church of Saint
Raphael the Archangel in Old Mill Creek.

Photo: Chicago Tribune

ating a thoroughly suburban and postmodernist building?
In 2002 the archdiocese closed the
parish of Saint Gelasius and scheduled
the 1927 Renaissance Revival church,
designed by Henry Schlacks, for demolition. The parish itself was closed
rather than merged with another one
nearby. Due to decades of urban decay
and population shifts in the neighborhood of Woodlawn, there were not
any other Catholic parishes left in the
area—Saint Gelasius, formerly known
as Saint Clara, was the last remaining
Catholic church in Woodlawn. Again,
just as it happened with Saint James,
parishioners, community leaders, historic preservationists, and wider circles
of the Chicago public all protested the
decision to demolish the church. To
complicate the issue, Mayor Richard M.
Daley successfully urged the structure
to be designated as a landmark, thus
preventing the archdiocese from demolishing it. Two years later, to resolve
the conundrum, Francis Cardinal
George gave the emptied and boardedup Saint Gelasius to an international
society of apostolic life, the Institute of
Christ the King Sovereign Priest, dedicated to celebration of the Tridentine
Mass. The Institute quickly made the
old Saint Gelasius its U.S. headquarters
and started to invest in restoration of a
rectory and the church, now known as
the Shrine of Christ the King. An introduction of the Tridentine Mass meant
that now a great number of the faithful
at Saint Gelasius were mobile, travelling long distances to attend a rite not
to be found in every Catholic parish.
This liturgical specificity and uniqueness brought new opportunities to the
otherwise-dilapidated structure and to
the decayed neighborhood. In this scenario, despite good financial reasons to
close the parish, demolish the building,
and sell the land, there was an alternative that preserved the building as
a spiritual home in a struggling area
of town. In fact, the Institute’s reconstruction of Saint Gelasius allowed for
Woodlawn to have at least one publicly
open place of Catholic worship.
At the end, we find ourselves in a
peculiar situation. It is obvious that
the Church is not solely a body of parishioners but also a particular and
unique culture that can successfully
thrive within the sacred spaces that
hosted years of sacramental life. It is
something many of us feel as tourists
when visiting an old neighborhood
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Interior of Saint Raphael the Archangel Catholic Church, with elements from
Saint Peter Canisius.
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church somewhere in Rome or deep in
a Tuscan countryside. We also experience that in our American neighborhoods. If not rationally, then instinctively we understand that these spaces
are “successful” in what they “do” in
large part because of the sacrality immediately detectable by most visitors,
believers and unbelievers alike. There
are serious consequences to negating
the power of spatial sacrality to build
strong communities of the faithful.
However, it is also obvious that it is
impossible to sustain parishes without
realistic operating budgets. Is there an
alternative to demolishing churches
left and right? As the example of Saint
John of God shows, it is not inconceivable that wealthier, growing communities would occasionally adopt parts
of buildings (if not whole buildings)
slated for demolition in the impoverished areas. Such a model approaches
neighborhood decline with a strong
degree of determinism: the decline is
perceived as irreversible, the local population as “unconvertible.” If anything,
the model of Saint Gelasius’s revival
affirms that it is entirely possible to
revive a closed-down parish amidst
urban decay, and in doing so, contribute to the reversal of the trends in that
neighborhood. We need to reassess the
problem of parish closures and ensuing
demolitions from a more sacrally conscious perspective, as it might give us
enough strength to reconsider what is
being done to our architectural heritage.

Photo: Archives of the Shrine of Christ the King
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Interior of the former Saint Clara (later Saint Gelasius), ca. 1950s. The church was damaged
in a 1976 fire and fully remodeled in 1980 before the parish’s complete closure in 2002.
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Italian Renaissance architectural history.
His current research examines effects of religious communities on the built environment in the Early Modern period as well as
in the twentieth century.
1. The greatest closures happened from 1989 to 1991. The parish
closure statistics are according to the unpublished report of Meg
Romero Hall, Assistant Archivist of the Archdiocese of Chicago
Archives.
2. In my view the concept of spatial sacrality can be best
described by a term borrowed from Russian Orthodoxy: the
notion of намоленное место (literally, a “prayed-in place”). It is a
space where many people prayed continuously for a long period
of time (years, decades, centuries).
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Endnotes

Current view of the Shrine of Christ the King, formerly known as Saint Clara
and later as Saint Gelasius. The church was severely damaged by fire
while this issue went to press in October 2015.
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Rural Mission,
Saint James the Greater in South Carolina

S

tanding bright and tidy and
picturesque under the blazing sun
of the South Carolina Lowcountry,
the red wooden church and schoolhouse,
encircled by a sleepy parish cemetery,
embody a history that is far more
complex and uncommon than the
simple buildings might at first glance
suggest. Saint James the Greater Catholic
Mission, the epicenter of the historic
community known also as “Catholic
Hill,” is home to one of the state’s rare
enclaves of rural Catholic blacks.
Irish Catholic planters established
the mission parish in 1831 and two
years later built a simple fifty-by-twenty-eight-foot wooden church.1 Among
the founding parishioners were also
several intertwined branches of the
prominent and affluent South Carolina
Pinckney and Bellinger clans, former
Anglo-Episcopalians who had recently
converted and brought with them into
the Church scores of slaves. Before
long, the black slaves outnumbered the
white parishioners of Saint James, and
the congregation became predominantly black. The establishment of another
Catholic parish in nearby Walterboro
in 1845, followed by a field fire that destroyed Saint James Church in 1856, followed by the chaos and dispersion oc-

casioned by the Civil War, all contributed to the state of isolated, swampy
oblivion into which the Saint James
blacks gradually descended. Virtually
lost by the Charleston diocese (which
then, as it does now, encompassed
the entire state of South Carolina), the
small band of Catholics was left with
neither a church building nor clerical
attendance for over thirty years.2 Some
combination of saintly perseverance
and tenacious faith ensured that the
group remained nonetheless in place,
centering their tightly-knit community
of believers on and around the original site of the cemetery, which to this
day contains the graves of the first Irish
American parishioners.
It was not until 1892, with the arrival
of Pallotine missionary priest Daniel
Berberich, that the African Americans
of Saint James came to be concretely
reestablished in the diocese. Berberich and the diocese almost always
referred to the mission as “Catholic
Crossroads”; however, the parishioners remembered who they were and
immediately christened their new
church, built under Berberich in 1894,
“Saint James the Greater.”3 The new
Saint James was a frame side-steeple
chapel, and seven years later it was

joined by a two-story, matching white
clapboard schoolhouse, with a central,
gabled-entry porch that echoed the
front-gabled vestibule porch entry on
the church. The funding to build and
operate the school for sixty years came
largely from Mother Katharine Drexel
and her Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament in Cornwells Heights, Pennsylvania. The schoolhouse, bearing its original wooden siding and gabled front
porch, still stands today. Parish history
maintains that the schoolhouse was
built over some of the parish’s earliest,
sunken graves. Even now, a stone sarcophagus lies just a footstep west of the
school, bearing an inscription for Irishborn James McKain, who died in South
Carolina in 1835.
Berberich’s church was replaced in
1935 with the current shingled church.
A testament to a vibrant parish and a
dynamic priest, the side-steeple chapel
became too small for the growing
parish. Damage caused by a tornado
was the final straw, and Father Alfred
F. Kamler, who led the mission from
1933 to 1940, arranged for a third
church to be built. The man chosen to
design the new Saint James church was
Father Michael McInerney, O.S.B., a
priest-architect from Belmont Abbey

Dedication of Saint James the Greater Catholic Mission, 1935, by Bishop Emmet Walsh.
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First Communion at Saint James the Greater, 1950
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College near Charlotte, North Carolina. McInerney was a natural choice, a
monk who over the course of his career
designed over two hundred Catholic churches and dozens of convents,
hospitals, and schools throughout the
South.
McInerney was Irish American, born
in 1877 to immigrant parents in Lockhaven, Pennsylvania. As a teenager, he
apprenticed with an architect in Pittsburgh, where he eventually became
junior partner. In 1900, he began school
at what is now Belmont Abbey College.
Shortly after his arrival, much of the
college burned down, and the young
architect volunteered to help design
the reconstructed buildings. His Gothic
Revival buildings on the campus are
today listed on the National Register
of Historic Places. In 1902, McInerney
joined the Benedictine monastery, and
was ordained a priest in 1907. During
the first half of the twentieth century,
McInerney was the most prolific architect of Catholic churches and institutions in the South. Many of his buildings still ornament the landscape of the
Catholic South: Saint Benedict Church
in Richmond, Virginia; Sacred Heart
Cathedral in Charlotte, North Carolina; Saint Benedict Church in Baltimore, Maryland; Saint Joseph Church
in Columbia, South Carolina; and Saint
Michael Church in Wheeling, West
Virginia, are just a few of the priest’s
more prominent, large-scale projects.
His style, described as “American
Benedictine,” incorporated Gothic and
Romanesque elements and during the
latter decades of his career became
more modern in character, emphasizing linear and squared forms.4
McInerney, of course, was not merely
an architect but a priest as well, and his
work proclaimed this dual vocation. In
addition to designing cathedrals and
large urban churches for middle-class,
white congregations, McInerney drew
up plans for tiny, rurally located, and
financially straitened Catholic parishes
in Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia,
the Carolinas, and Georgia—parishes
that could have offered him little financial return for his services. Regrettably,
Saint James the Greater is one of few remaining examples of McInerney’s rural
Southern churches, as many today
have been demolished or replaced by
new and larger modern buildings.
The style and materials of Saint
James are characteristic of the kind of
churches that the priest-architect typi-
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Saint James the Greater Catholic Mission, 2014

Saint James the Greater Catholic Mission, 2014
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cally designed for rural, poorer congregations. His Gothic taste is expressed in
a simplified, vertical form by the tall,
central bell tower spearheading the
façade, and a Gothic-arched transom
situated over the front entry doors.
The exterior of the church is distinctive for the region, particularly for a
Catholic church. While many rural
churches in South Carolina are clad
with wood, very few are faced entirely with wooden shingles. McInerney
chose stone or shingled exteriors for
many of his country churches; in fact,
if there stands a historic church in the
Carolinas or Georgia that is Catholic,
rurally located, and clad completely in
shingles, it can almost certainly claim
Father Michael McInerney as its architect.5 Saint James is covered in squarebutted cedar shingles, originally
stained brown and now painted a vivid
red (matching the schoolhouse, whose
white siding was likewise painted
red in the late 1950s). The roof of the
church was also originally covered in
cedar shingles, these stained red. In addition to giving the church an attractive
and rustic appearance, the use of cedar
was also practical: cedar trees are abundant in the swampy area, providing a
relatively inexpensive and durable material.
Like all of McInerney’s small, rural
churches, Saint James is laid out on a
simple rectangular plan. In addition to
the central space, the church possesses
a wing located on the rear (north) west
corner of the building. This additional
space may have been able to exist in
thanks to the largesse of New York
donors Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Denby,
likely friends or family of Father
Kamler. Edwin Denby was an architect with offices in New York City and
Bay Harbor, Maine, where he designed
churches, schools, and residences.6 The
rear west wing features an elegant, recessed Gothic doorway, giving entry
into what is now the sacristy and
“priest’s room”—where missionary
priests bedded overnight during their
visits to the parish.7 The cozy room still
contains its original brick fireplace with
a simple wooden mantel and decorative brass hearth, as well as original
five-paneled wooden doors.
The nave of the church is perhaps
most striking of all. Dark-stained
timber trusses, a typical McInerney
design feature, boldly embellish the interior sanctuary with gold-chamfered
edges and cast-iron bolts. Gothic arches
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Kamler, and generations of faithful parishioners, roots the community in its
past while simultaneously joining it to
the wider, universal Catholic tradition.



Saint Peter Claver ministering to African
slaves in Cartagena, by Emanuel Dite,
1894
railroad did not venture into the vicinity until 1887), poverty, and a mood of
anti-Catholicism and racism pervasive
in the nineteenth and early twentiethcentury South.
Saint James the Greater Church
gives humble, organic architectural
expression to the continuity and hardiness of this remarkable black Catholic Lowcountry parish. McInerney’s
work, resting on the shoulders of
Father Daniel Berberich, Father Alfred
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frame the apse and the side statue
niches at the front and back of the nave.
Rectangular sash windows on the side
walls rest in their original, deeply recessed heart-pine frames. Interspersed
with the windows are the Stations of
the Cross, depicted on painted wooden
panels set in shallow niches on the
coarse sand-finished plaster walls.
Unadorned wooden pews and floors
are yellow pine, with (modern) carpet
overlaying the central aisle.
As one’s gaze travels down the
nave, taking in the handsome ceiling
beams, arches, and pleasing interior
symmetry, it rests finally on the artistic
jewel of the sanctuary, an 8½-by-7½foot altarpiece depicting Saint Peter
Claver ministering to African slaves in
Cartagena. The oil painting is signed
by Czech painter Emanuel Dite, who
was well known in Europe from the
1860s to the 1890s. Historic photographs show that the painting hung
in the second Saint James Church built
by Berberich, and the date with which
the work is signed—1894, the year
that Berberich’s church was completed—suggests that Berberich arranged
for the painting to be brought to the
mission parish soon after the church’s
construction to serve as its altarpiece.
The subject matter spoke poignantly to
the congregation of former slaves and
children and grandchildren of slaves.
However, the exact circumstance of
the European painting’s arrival to
this remote, swampland church is a
mystery, reflecting the larger enigma of
the parish’s unlikely survival through
years of obscurity, rural seclusion (the
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Churches or Museums:
Where Does Original Artwork Belong?
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Christ Blessing the Children by Lucas Cranach the Elder, Larvik, Norway, 1550.

hurches have always been built
to celebrate Mass and the unity
in faith. Celebration has changed
according to time and creed. Moreover,
the different branches of Christianity
vary when it comes to the concept
of holiness linked to the building or
the religious objects in them. Among
certain worshipers there is a tendency
to “purify” the space and disregard the
historic objects, while others cherish
them and say they enrich the celebration
and the appreciation of the church as
well as the heritage.
In many countries, the movables
are considered inseparable parts of the
building and its history. In Norway,
the Heritage Act protects the architecture but not the movables. With the
changing trends in heritage practice
and liturgy, the religious objects lead a
dangerous life. With shrinking budgets
and churches taken out of regular
parish use, there is a need for a more
profound discussion about the value
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and ownership of the movables.
A Lutheran Icon, the Cranach in Larvik
On Sunday, March 8, 2009, the news
came out that the only painting in a
Norwegian church by the German
sixteenth-century artist Lucas Cranach
the Elder was stolen. The journalists
immediately asked: “What could this
Cranach be worth, and shouldn’t a
painting like this hang in a safe, public
gallery?” The possible commercial
value of the painting became the hot
question. Nobody asked about the
artist or the painting’s significance for
the church.
The Danish-Norwegian king introduced the Reformation in Norway in
1537. At that time there was a surplus
of churches, so only a few were built
that century, of which none remain.
Consequently the churches from the
seventeenth century are in fact the
oldest Lutheran-built churches. What

is left of artworks and interiors from
this period explains the “new” theology with a unique freshness.
The parish church of Larvik, where
the painting hung, was built in 1677,
but was transformed into the present
Neo-Romanesque church in 1859–64.
The Cranach painting was one of the
very few items left from the original interior.
The painting dates as early as 1550,
and depicts the story where Jesus welcomes the children and tells the disciples not to prevent them from coming
to him. The biblical story is central to
the Lutheran faith as it emphasises salvation by faith and grace alone.
Count Ulrik Fredrik Gyldenløve
financed the church. He married his
third wife in it the same year, and
donated the painting on that occasion.
The painting is obviously a part of
the church’s history and property of the
parish, but does it still “belong” there
or should it hang in a “safe” gallery?
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The parish church in Larvik, Norway, originally built in 1677.
To explore this and the following two
cases, I will analyse them through discussing their different “values.”
What value does this painting have
for the celebration of the liturgy?
The Lutheran churches are in
general rather frugal compared to the
Roman Catholic ones, but often more
embellished than the Reformed. The
interiors often reflect the Lutheran emphasis on the “word alone”; and so it is
in Larvik.
The Cranach painting does not play
a part in the liturgy in this church. This
is clearly emphasised by the fact that
the painting hangs rather “hidden”
behind the pulpit, in the choir, hardly
visible for even those taking part in the
Holy Communion.
The concept of heritage value can
include many things, like the understanding of the site, with the object as
a part of a context or a part of a historical interior. In this case, the artwork is
an important part of the history of the
church and the region. The count built
several churches and had a great influence on the church art in his county.
However, the painting as an object is
rather alien in the visual context where
it is now.
The identity value of the painting
seems to be rather vague. Only a few of
the parishioners will argue that it is a
part of their identity. If it had such an
importance, it would have hung more
exposed.
Since Cranach is a central painter in
European art history and the history of

the Reformation, the painting could,
in the right context, have been a centrepiece in the National Gallery of
Norway, where one of the two other
Cranachs in the country also is. The
painting would have been much more
accessible in the National Gallery.
Today it is not even on the international Cranach oeuvre lists.
If the knowledge about Cranach
and his paintings’ importance for the
Reformation had been conveyed to
the people of the parish, it could have
added a deeper understanding of
values lost in contemporary worship.
The Cranach painting is now back in
the church, which is far better secured
than before.
The Baroque Baptismal Font in
Ringsaker
In 2009, the Victoria and Albert
Museum (V&A) set up the spectacular exhibition Baroque to show the
worldwide spread of Baroque art. The
curator, Dr. Michael Snodin, included
a baptismal font from the Lutheran
church of Ringsaker to show that
Baroque art, originally inspired by the
Counter-Reformation, also spread to
the remote and Reformed northern European countries.
In the exhibition, the font, made
in 1704, was reunited with the embellished font house after about one
hundred years of separation. The
font house belongs to the Norwegian
Museum of Cultural History, Oslo.
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The Larvik parish church exterior.
Here it was in the V&A as the only
Norwegian object, together with
Baroque objects from all over the
world. The complete lack of interest in
Norway in the exhibition is a part of
the history. Before the exhibition, the
font was handled by the local church in
an alarmingly casual way.
The liturgical value of the baptismal
font is obvious, even without the font
house. The discussion leading to the
removal of the font house is unknown.
It is likely that the importance of visibility of the sacrament in today’s
service would make it impossible to
have the font house returned to its original use and site. The font house would
have become a “museum piece” in the
church.
The font conveys an important part
of the history of the medieval church,
even if the font house was removed a
hundred years ago. With the house in
place, the heritage value, the opportunity to see and understand the significance of the sacrament of Baptism
in the eighteenth century, would have
been considerable.
The present Baroque pulpit is from
the same period and enhances the value
of the font. There is an interesting visible
sequence from the Romanesque church
to the late medieval altarpiece to the
Baroque font and pulpit to the nineteenth-century purifying restoration.
The font has an identity value
because all villagers since 1705 have
been baptised in it, but the identity was
not in the artwork itself.
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Baptismal font in the Ringsaker parish church, Norway, 1704.
The fact that the V&A used the font
in the Baroque exhibition shows that
this, seen by many as a modest object,
is of international interest. There are
several such fonts in Norway, but not
many with a font house intact. The
quality of the craftwork on this particular font is also higher than that of
others.
In the V&A show, the objects were exhibited in an eye-opening context: next
to a Latin American Baroque altarpiece.
In the museum where the font house
is today, it is hardly accessible at all.
The church collection is mainly open to
scholars, because of the lack of public
interest in church art.
The exhibition of the font, together
with all the other objects and presentations at the exhibition at the V&A, put
the object into a wide context, which
made it easier to understand the religious and intellectual climate in the
eighteenth century.
The Madonna in Hedal
The third case is somewhat different
from the first two, because the artwork
is a Madonna sculpture from the 1230s
and consequently a Catholic piece of
art, made in a completely different time
for a different creed and a different religious context.
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Madonna in Hedal, Norway, 1990s copy of the 1230s original.

In Hedal, in the mountain district
Sør-Aurdal, lies a medieval church
built in the 1160s, entirely in wood.
The church originally had a rectangular plan, but in 1699 the choir was
demolished, the nave extended, and
the church shape converted into a
cruciform plan. Only the nave west
of the spire of the present church is
medieval. The church is still a parish
church.
The Madonna was originally in
a shrine, used as an altarpiece since
the eighteenth century. The top of the
shrine, in the shape of a stave church,
is also in the church, as well as a medieval crucifix and a reliquary, once containing a relic of Thomas Becket.
Hedal is very cold in the winter. In
1957, electrical ovens were installed.
At that time, the Madonna’s original
colour surface was remarkably intact. It
had never been repainted.
Due to the new heating, the interior
climate changed dramatically, leading
to a drop in relative humidity, with a
fast deterioration of the polychrome
sculpture as a result. The wood dried
and shrank, and the paint began to peel
off.
The Madonna was sent for conservation in 1969, and again in 1984. In
this period, 17.5 percent of the medieval colour surface is said to have been

lost. In 1986, an agreement was struck
between the parish, the Directorate for
Cultural Heritage, and the Museum of
Cultural History: the Madonna should
be exhibited in the museum in Oslo for
fifteen years. In this period, the parish
should try to change the climate inside
the church, sufficient to have the sculpture returned without any danger of
losing more original paint.
In the 1990s, a detailed and accurate
copy of the Madonna was made. The
sculpture was carved, and paint was
produced with methods and pigments
as close to the original as possible. The
project resulted in new knowledge
about methods and material. The reconstruction shows the Madonna in
very bright colours, probably even
more astonishing in a time when the
church was candlelit.
In 1991, the original sculpture was
once more conserved before being exhibited in the museum. The copy came
on display in the church.
In 2005, the relative humidity
and indoor temperature were under
control. The Madonna was returned to
the church: a solemn occasion long remembered by those present.
The most obvious value for art
objects in a church is the liturgical—
the significance these can have for the
celebration of a service. The Madonna,
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GLASS WINDOWS
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Ringsaker parish church, dedicated to Saint Olav, built in the 1100s.

Interior of the Ringsaker church with the triptych above the altar.
on the other hand, cannot be said to
have any liturgical significance, since
the Lutheran church traditionally pays
little, if any, attention to the mother of
Christ.
However, the objects could have
a use linked to the religious practice outside the regular service. The
Madonna could be an object of religious reflections and meditation, even
if there is no strong tradition for such
in this creed; there is a new openness in
an ecumenical spirit.
The Madonna is one of many links
to the medieval past of her church.

No one knows where she originally
was placed or how the church looked
like at the time she was installed. The
only thing we know for sure is that the
choir was removed in the seventeenth
century.
The Madonna has a strong identity
value to the people living in the village,
in spite of the official teaching. The
removal of the Madonna was taken
very seriously by the parish. At the
return people shed tears, and the event
was celebrated with a sermon, greetings, and a lecture, as well as a festive
meal.
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If the Madonna would have remained in the Museum of Cultural
History, she would have been one
of the main showpieces, as she was
during the fifteen years she was exhibited there. The collection is unique
internationally: Norway has a remarkable number of medieval polychrome
sculptures and altar frontals.
The reconstruction of the Madonna
gave a good understanding of the
craftsmanship and the aesthetics of
the medieval art. The detailed study of
surface, sculpting, and paint unveiled
secrets and gave new knowledge, as
well as a better understanding of how
important light, colour, and beauty
were in the medieval liturgy.
Where Do These Artworks Belong?
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Hedal Stave Church, Valdres, Norway, built in the 1160s.
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The sociology of congregations and
their relations to their churches is fascinating. The terrible record of church
fires in Norway, many by arson, has
made it possible to study this.
When a church burns, the entire
local community is affected. Even
people who hardly ever go to church
express their loss. The genuine grieving
process tells much about the intangible
value of the church and its contents.
The loss of the church goes with
a sense of loss of identity. The church
building is a constant, the carrier of the
local identity. Many want a copy of the
lost church as a substitute. The community also has strong feelings for the artworks, the objects of historic value. The
church is a place of memory, of identity,
of the great events in life—a common
space.
In Norway, humidity or the lack of
humidity is a great challenge, especially if the church functions as a home for
modern congregations. The church is a
building in use, not a museum with a
regulated, stable climate.
Some of the objects are not only local
heritage but also have national as well
as international values. “Our heritage”
often means the heritage of the national
or even international community. It is
easy to argue that an original Cranach
and the Madonna are world heritage.
Should the security of our common international heritage be compromised
because we want to see it every Sunday?
At a certain stage, the joy and pride
of having these original artworks in
the midst of the celebrating congregation may become very expensive for
the parish and risky for the artworks

Interior of the Hedal church with the original 1230s Madonna returned to its place.
and even an obstacle to the contemporary service. There are many examples
of the mismatch between the wishes of
historically minded local communities
and modern liturgists.
One can still argue that the original
artworks belong to the churches and
the context where they were meant to
be. Through knowledge, appreciation,
and active inclusion of the artworks in
worship, their presence usually adds
a valuable intangible dimension to the
service, as well as to the message of the
service itself.
Such valuable artworks can, on the
other hand, only be in the churches
on the condition that they are secured
against theft and all sorts of damage,

respected for their religious and scientific values, and available for scholars
as well as worshipers of all kinds, including the heritage worshipers.
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Stephansdom:
The Beloved Cathedral of Vienna
Joanna Diane Caytas
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mong the greatest Gothic
cathedrals of Central Europe,1
Vienna’s Saint Stephen’s
Cathedral features one of the most
incomplete, heterogeneous architectures,
but also one of the lengthiest construction
periods. 2 While the Northern Tower
has remained unfinished at a mere 50
percent of its intended height and was
topped by a Renaissance cupola that not
even so much as pretended conceptual
harmony or finish,3 structural additions
continued throughout the Baroque
era and indeed well into the twentieth
century.
Original construction plans served
the evolving political ambitions of the
rising dukes of Austria to make their
capital city a bishopric independent
of the ancient diocese of Passau4 and
thus increase the stature of their house
within the Holy Roman Empire.5 Consecutive rulers expanded and built
over the existing structures, and in the
process they changed both the size and
style of the church.
As a consequence, not everything
here complies with the traditional characteristics of Gothic cathedrals. The
basilica plan shows a lack of a distinctive transept; instead, the oversized
South Tower of record height 6 was
added to the side in the mid-fourteenth
century as a tower flanking the choir
(Chorflankenturm),7 as was the unfinished North Tower with the “Eagle’s
Door” marking the transverse axis of
the church. Saint Stephen’s has not
one but three choirs: one main and
two side choirs, each culminating in
an apse.8 The gable roof of the choir
area is markedly lower than that of the
later nave.9 It is still Romanesque in its
western façade with a single portal,10
along with two hexagonal, westerly
towers that barely reach beyond the extremely massive roof of the nave. This
accounts for much of the height of the
cathedral without finding a reflection
in the internal height of its vaulting.11
These western Heathen Towers—Heidentürme—were built with stones
and masonry of ancient Roman structures cannibalized during the twelfth
century from ancient military fortifications. They form the oldest part of the

Giant’s Gate at Saint Stephen’s Cathedral, Vienna, Austria.
church, together with the Giant’s Gate
(Riesentor), in late Romanesque style
(circa 1230).12
The main portal is crowned by a
simple tympanum partially hidden
by a porch, portraying the traditional
Christ in Majesty (Christos Pantokrator, an early, almost Byzantine version
of the posture) in a mandorla, symbolically baring his knee, either as a secret
Masonic sign or to underline his position as the biblical judge, even though
there are no typical registers visible
below that would portray the Last
Judgment. Christ is accompanied by
two winged angels in a composition
distinctly reminiscent of the church of
Saint Julien at Saint-Julien-de-Jonzy13
(ca. 1150). The archivolts are decorated with geometric motifs in low relief
instead of ornate sculptures of angels

or saints as in Amiens and other French
Gothic cathedrals. The simple doorway
has no lintel, no jamb figures, and no
trumeau characteristic of other Gothic
cathedrals such as Amiens. The Giant’s
Gate derived its popular name from
the giant mammoth thighbone that was
unearthed much later, in 1443, during
excavations for the North Tower. For
decades thereafter, this bone hung over
the main entrance as a supposed giant
human relic “from the time before the
great flood when giants walked the
Earth.”14
Aside from the Giant’s Gate, which
is used mostly for processional purposes, behind the Heathen Towers is
the Bishop’s Gate to the north, once
reserved for women, and to the south
the Singer Gate for men—both in high
Gothic style (ca. 1360–70). The decora-
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Section drawing showing the generous
height of the side aisles.
tive tympanum over the Bishop’s Gate
features the Dormition and Coronation of the Virgin, while the Singer
Gate portrays the life and conversion
of Saint Paul. Two additional, more
modest entries lead to the church
through its South and North Towers.
Lateral aspects of this limestone
structure create the appearance of
façades without an accentuating
median: the western frontispiece,
stacked with architectural elements,
lacks the vertical drive of Romanesque
full-length salient buttresses or Gothic
uniform horizontal divisions that
would accentuate the width and stability of the cathedral. Instead of a central
wheel or rose window above the main
portal, Saint Stephen’s features a large
traceried window with a pointed arch,
reminiscent of clerestories in English
Gothic cathedrals.
Still, dominant techniques and flourishes of Gothic architectural design
abound: in accordance with the canon
of German Gothic hall churches, the
aisles are almost the same height as
the nave, disposing of the three-story
internal elevation of the nave typical
of French Gothic (cf. Amiens Cathe-
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Nave of Saint Stephen’s Cathedral, with the pulpit at the left.
dral). Instead, they let more light in
through larger, traceried stained-glass
windows and full-height arcades as
the importance of sermons as a congregational activity increased across all
transalpine parts of Europe. Complex
web vaulting of the nave and aisles reflects High Gothic style similar to that
of another German Gothic hall church,
the Heilig-Kreuz-Münster (Holy Cross
Minster) at Schwäbisch Gmünd (1317–
1351), while the choir preserved the
older quadripartite ribbed vaulting.
An abundance of pinnacles, especially
on the towers, adds to the appearance
of Gothic weightlessness, while flamboyant arches as well as multiple gargoyles increase the decorative aspects
of the architecture. Several sculptures
and intricate decorative elements attached to the internal piers and arcades
disrupt the monotony of the multitude
of soaring vertical lines of the nave.
Simple stone floors in maroon and
white checkerboard pattern, without
decorative elements such as labyrinths
or swastikas as in Amiens, disrupt the
visual main axis of the church by diverting attention to the aisles and creating an illusion of increased width for
the nave.
Six separate chapels form part of
the cathedral: Saint Barbara’s under
the North Tower, Saint Catherine’s
under the South Tower, the Chapel of
the Cross in the northeast corner, Saint
Eligius’s in the southeast corner, Saint
Bartholomew’s, and Saint Valentine’s
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(which holds the sepulcher of Saint
Valentine).
The gable roof, now supported by
six hundred metric tons of steel, is
111 meters long, rises to 60 meters in
height in the nave, and is covered by
230,000 glazed tiles 15 in an interwoven diamond pattern, enshrining on
the south side the coat of arms of the
house of Habsburg-Lorraine16 and on
the north side the coats of arms of the
City of Vienna and of the Republic of
Austria. The roof of the cathedral is so
steep that it is self-cleaning by rain and
virtually never gathers snow.
Saint Stephen’s has a total of twenty-three working bells, including
Austria’s largest (and Europe’s second-largest), the immensely popular
Pummerin (Boomer), dedicated to the
Virgin Mary, founded of three hundred
Turkish cannons captured after the
siege of Vienna by Sultan Mehmed
IV in 1683, and decorated by a crown
showing the heads of six Turks. It rings
in the New Year, Christmas, Easter, All
Saints Day, and only very few other
major events due to its structure-endangering weight (44,380 pounds).17
One of the most popular and most
innovative artworks of this cathedral
is its pulpit, providing considerably
greater audibility of local language
sermons to the faithful delivered from
a stone perch carved in late Gothic
style at the top of a staircase wrapped
around a pillar in the nave, rather
than from the pulpit in the choir.
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The South Tower, built between 1368 and
1433, stands 445 feet high. Its nickname is
“Steffl,” a diminutive form of Stephen.
Under the stairs, a hatted man looks
out of a trompe l’oeil window under
the stone handrail adorned with toads
and lizards devouring one another in
a struggle between good and evil. It
is a famous self-portrait of its master
mason, the “Fenstergucker.”18
The principal focus of any church
is, of course, its altars. Saint Stephen’s
has eighteen of them in the nave and
central apse along with one in each
of its six chapels. Of the three most

famous altars, two survived shelling
and conflagration at the end of WWII:
the High Altar and the Wiener Neustädter Altar.19 Crafted with marble from
Poland, Styria, and Tyrol, the High
Altar (1641–47) is surrounded by figurines of local saints Leopold, Florian,
Sebastian, and Rochus, and crowned by
a statue of the Blessed Virgin under an
oil panel of Christ welcoming the ascension into heaven of Saint Stephen,
the first martyr. The High Altar was
part of a Baroque remodeling of the cathedral under Emperor Ferdinand III in
the 1640s.
Over time, the cathedral’s exterior
served also profane yet important societal purposes such as the display of
the official Vienna measurements for
fabric20 or coded anti-Nazi resistance
graffiti.21 For many centuries, a watchman’s apartment was manned every
night high in the South Tower for
long-range military surveillance and
fire alarms. Ernst Rüdiger Graf Starhemberg, city commander during the
Second Turkish Siege of 1683, used
this perch for reconnaissance of enemy
movements and directed the defense
effort from this unlikely “command
and control center.”22 More than any
other city landmark, Saint Stephen’s
faithfully held immense emotional
significance to the people of Vienna in
their darkest hours and visibly bears
the scars of 750 years of their history.
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Endnotes:

Wiener Neustädter altar.
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1. This is one of the principal Gothic structures outside France
and the only Gothic cathedral in Austria. See Arthur Saliger,
“Der Wiener Stephansdom,” in: Der Stephansdom. Orientierung
und Symbolik, eds. Karin Domany and Johann Hisch (Vienna:
Wiener Dom Verlag, 2010), 109–153, at 125. The South Tower
took sixty-five years to build (1368–1433) and stands 445 feet
(136.67 m) high, the tallest structure built in its day.
2. While the original cathedral was built from 1137 to 1160, major
changes lasted till 1511 and the structure itself was never fully
completed due to difficulties like limited supplies of stone. See
Andreas Rohatsch, “…Hie sind vermerkt die fertt von Au und
von Menestorf,” in: Der Dombau von St. Stephan. Die Original pläne
aus dem Mittelalter, eds. Michaela Kronberger and Barbara Schedl
(Vienna: Metroverlag Wien, 2011), 50–53, at 53.
3. Construction of the North Tower came to a halt in 1515. The
“Welsche Haube” (Italian cap) was added in 1578.
4. This project came to fruition only when the Babenberg
Margrave Leopold IV (“The Munificent”) acceded to a major land
swap in the Treaty of Mautern with Bishop Reginmar of Passau,
a century before construction commenced in 1137. See Karl
Lechner, Die Babenberger, Markgrafen und Herzöge von Österreich,
976–1246 (Vienna: Boehlau, 1976), 143 et seq.
5. Not entirely unlike a modern city’s bid for the Olympics, the

ascendancy of medieval capitals in an elective monarchy like the
Holy Roman Empire depended on superregional recognition,
including ecclesiastical significance. In this context, the enormous
expense of a project such as a major cathedral separated the
wheat from the chaff of “minor princes.” For the munificence
of the emperor with the Church reinforced his legitimacy dei
gratia (by the grace of God). See Georg Flor, Gottesgnadentum und
Herrschergnade: über menschliche Herrschaft und göttliche Vollmacht
(Cologne: Bundesanzeiger, 1991).
6. Despite its height of 136.67 m, the South tower rests on a
foundation of just 4 m depth.
7. “Gotik,” Wikipedia, last modified August 9, 2015, http://
de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gotik.
8. This is the third choir built in Saint Stephen’s (1304–1330),
each repeating the basic shape but increasing in size.
9. The nave was built 1420–1450.
10. French Gothic cathedrals such as Amiens and Notre-Dame
de Paris had usually three portals, one leading to the nave and
two to the aisles.
11. The apex of the roof reaches 60 m, while the nave is 28 m
high. The Heathen Towers are 66 m tall. See “Stephansdom,”
last modified August 24, 2015, http://www.aeiou.at/aeiou.
encyclop.s/s838794.htm.
12. The rest of the Romanesque structure was dismantled in
the mid-fifteenth century as a larger Gothic nave was being
built literally around and over it. See Barbara Schedl, “Der
beschwerliche Weg zum Dom,” in: Der Dombau von St. Stephan,
eds. Kronberger and Schedl, 29.
13. Romanesque, circa 1150, now known as the Saint Julien de
Saint-Julien-de-Jonzy in the Brionnais, Burgundy, France. See:
“Saint Julien de Saint-Julien-de-Jonzy,” last modified January
19, 2015, http://www.romanes.com/Saint-Julien-de-Jonzy/
Saint_Julien_de_Saint-Julien-de-Jonzy_0017_en.html.
14. “Stephansdom: Giant’s Gate and Heathen Towers,” last
modified August 24, 2015, http://www.wienvienna.com/
stephansdom-giants-gate-heathen-towers. One of several
allusions to Noah’s Ark.
15. The April 12, 1945, incendiary catastrophe, caused by arson
laid to surrounding buildings by looters, destroyed the original
supporting wooden framework. (See “Stephansdom: History
(1900 – today),” last modified August 24, 2015, http://www.
wienvienna.com/stephansdom-history-fire-services-tourism.)
It totaled one square kilometer of forest. See “St. Stephen’s
Cathedral, Vienna,” Wikipedia, last modified August 12, 2015,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Stephen%27s_Cathedral,_
Vienna.
16. Niall Bird, “Stephansdom Roof,” Architektur in Wien
(blog), March 20, 2010, http://architekturinwien.blogspot.
com/2010/03/stephansdom-roof.html.
17. Europe’s second-largest swinging bell, it is now rung only by
computerized electric mechanism since 2003. See “Pummerin,”
Wikipedia, last modified August 14, 2015, http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Pummerin.
18. But it is no longer certain whether the Fenstergucker
is portraying master architect Anton Pilgram (1460–1516)
(“Stephansdom,” http://www.vho.at/guide/stephansdom.
en.html.), or Niclas Gerhaert van Leyden (1430–1473), whose
pulpit of Saint Francis stomping on a Turk is affixed to the
outside. See “St. Stephen’s Cathedral, Vienna,” Wikipedia, and
“Niclas Gerhaert van Leyden,” Wikipedia, last modified January
1, 2015, http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niclas_Gerhaert_van_
Leyden.
19. The “Wiener Neustädter Altar” was purchased 1884 from
the New Cloister at Wiener Neustadt and bears Friedrich
III’s famous mysterious slogan “A.E.I.O.U.” on the predella,
sometimes interpreted as “Austria Erit in Orbe Ultima” (Austria
Shall Be the Greatest on Earth). Cf. “Stephansdom,” http://
www.aeiou.at/aeiou.encyclop.s/s838794.htm.
20. The linen ell and the drapery ell.
21. “Gedenktafel (unter dem ‘05’-Zeichen rechts vom
Riesentor),” last modified August 24, 2015, http://www.
nachkriegsjustiz.at/vgew/1010_stephanriesentor.php. In the
final days of WWII, the South Tower flew a white flag to invite
Russian troops to enter the city without further destruction. It
was only due to an artillery captain disobeying a direct order
from the Wehrmacht command that the tower was not destroyed.
See “Letzte Tage des Krieges in Österreich: Der Kampf um
Wien im April 1945,” March 27, 2005, http://www.news.at/
articles/0510/10/107183_s1/letzte-tage-krieges-oesterreich-derkampf-wien-april-1945.
22. See “Stephansdom,” http://www.vho.at/guide/
stephansdom.en.html. Even today, the Vienna building code
does not permit any edifice in the city proper (south of the
Danube) that might interfere with the skyline to rise even
remotely near the height of the cathedral.
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Cathedral Thinking: A Centennial Celebration
of the Cathedral of Saint Paul
Larry Morgan
2015 marks the centennial of the dedication
of the Cathedral of Saint Paul in the
Twin Cities in Minnesota. The following
article and the issue’s documentation call
attention to this momentous occasion.

The Beginning
The cathedral whose centennial we
celebrate this year was not the first
Cathedral of Saint Paul; it is, in fact,
the fourth Cathedral of Saint Paul. In
1840, the city now known as the City
of Saint Paul was a river settlement
known as Pig’s Eye. It provided the
commercial needs of the French Canadian fur trappers and traders who first
inhabited Fort Snelling just ten miles
up the Mississippi River. Father Lucien
Galtier was sent to minister to the spiritual needs of a fast-growing pioneer
community. It was he who gathered
the men together in 1841 to build the
Chapel of Saint Paul on a bluff overlooking the Mississippi. The chapel, a
log cabin measuring roughly twentyfive feet long and eighteen feet wide,
was later enlarged to accommodate the
growing congregation. And it was this
structure that became the first Cathedral of Saint Paul on July 2, 1851, when
Bishop Joseph Cretin arrived to take
up his mission as the first bishop of the
new Diocese of Saint Paul.
The construction of the second
Cathedral of Saint Paul, in the center
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athedral thinking. The phrase
has been in the air for some
years—not as one might expect,
under the domes and arches in churches,
but in the marketplace. Though an
architectural metaphor, it has been heard
from the corporate offices of Strategic
Design, Duke Energy, TEDx, and the
Ford Corporation in contexts larger than
architecture. It describes the mindset
one adopts when building a cathedral,
a concept that recognizes the care and
commitment of people who contribute
to a cause, even though they will never
see the completion of the decades-long
task. It is this metaphor that rings true
as we study the first one hundred years
of the Cathedral of Saint Paul in Saint
Paul, Minnesota.

Emmanuel Masqueray, architect, visiting the construction site in 1911, sitting at right.
of the city at Sixth and Wabasha, followed almost immediately. A threestory building measuring roughly
eighty-four feet by forty-four feet,
it too was hopelessly cramped from
the day of its dedication. In 1854, the
year Saint Paul became an incorporated city, work began on the third
Cathedral of Saint Paul just across
Sixth Street from the second Cathedral of Saint Paul. This structure was
planned as a grand edifice of stone,
but the financial panic of 1857 dashed
those ambitions, and a solid structure
devoid of any architectural treatment
was completed in 1858.
It was from the altar of the third cathedral that the inspiration for a new
cathedral came. On Holy Thursday in
1904, Archbishop John Ireland, distressed by the crowds of worshippers
forced to stand outside to attend Holy
Week services, decided the time had
come to build a fourth—and larger—
cathedral.
The Fourth Cathedral of Saint Paul
The construction of the fourth Cathedral of Saint Paul began in 1904 with
the purchase of the Kittson property
in the upscale Summit Avenue neighborhood of Saint Paul. Purchased for
$52,000, the site on Saint Anthony Hill
overlooked the city and occupied a spa-

cious lot. With the property secured,
Archbishop Ireland called together an
executive building committee, a group
of twelve lay persons and six clergy.
Our World in 1910
It is interesting to recognize the conditions that existed in 1910 and contemplate how they impacted the artisans and craftsmen who worked on
the cathedral. In 1910 the average life
expectancy was forty-eight years for a
man and fifty-one years for a woman.
The average wage was $0.22 per hour,
and only 14 percent of the homes had
a bathtub. After working a hard eighthour day, an expert craftsmen might
take home $1.76; if he felt a little grimy
after work, he could set up the wash
tub on the back porch and scrub down.
Given the challenges of their daily lives,
the cathedral workmen may not have
had the mindset of cathedral thinking,
but they would certainly have felt the
overall energy and drive of their determined archbishop and his architect;
they would have been proud to commit
themselves to this work. (On the inside
of the dome, 190 feet above the cathedral floor, the names of workers are
found scrawled in the stone, scratched
in the steel, and punched into a square
of copper. They did not want their
work to be forgotten.)
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The selection of a project architect
was a rigorous process. The executive
building committee initially identified
eleven firms for consideration: eight
from New York, one from Washington D.C., one from Boston, and one
from Chicago. They hired Glen Brown,
secretary of the American Institute
of Architects, to advise the executive
building committee in this important
decision. The field was reduced to four
very shortly, and before the architectural design competition could be initiated, Archbishop John Ireland chose
Emmanuel L. Masqueray for the job.
Emmanuel Louis Masqueray was
born in France and educated at the
École des Beaux-Arts in Paris. Among
his commissions was one that would
change his career—and his life—
forever: he was selected to design
buildings for the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition in Saint Louis in 1904. Here
as chief of design, Masqueray demonstrated his talent, influenced by his
training and his love for medieval and
Renaissance architecture. It was on a
visit to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition that Archbishop Ireland first met
Masqueray. Ireland was impressed
with his work and comfortable with
this architect, who spoke French and
always signed himself “your architect.”
The executive building committee
invited Masqueray to Saint Paul for
an interview, and on March 20, 1905,
Masqueray was notified by letter of his
selection as the architect. Masqueray
quickly prepared preliminary drawings and presented them to the building committee on June 1, 1905. Those
preliminary drawings affirmed the
committee’s decision: they saw in these
drawings the merging of their and
Masqueray’s visions for the cathedral.
Soon after, Masqueray left for a fourmonth tour of the great cathedrals of
France in search of inspiration. When
he returned he presented completed
final drawings to the building committee—and the work began.

Drawing: Cathedral of Saint Paul

Construction of the brick foundations in 1908.

Construction
Construction began on the cathedral
in August of 1906 with the award of a
contract for the first half of the foundation; in 1907 a contract for construction of the second half of the foundation was awarded. The contract for the
construction of the cathedral walls was

Floor plan of the Cathedral in 1915. Its length is 274 feet and width 214 feet.
A large sacristy was added by Maginnis & Walsh to the rear of the ambulatory in 1924.
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Interior under construction.
let in August of 1909. The walls were
constructed of beige Rockville granite
sourced from Rockville, Minnesota,
about eighty-five miles northwest of
Saint Paul. Masqueray’s stone details
were exquisite, and granite workers
were challenged to deliver the ornate
details called for in the plans.
The contract for construction of the
roof and dome was awarded in September of 1912. Steel was provided by
the Saint Paul Foundry, a local manufacturer, truss designer, and fabricator.
The ninety-foot-diameter dome supplied by the foundry is supported by
the granite walls.
The exterior of the cathedral was officially completed on May 18, 1914, as
a fourteen-foot cross was put in place
atop the dome. Just a month earlier the
firm of Beil and Hermant had been selected to complete the ceiling under the
dome. Leon Hermant, a colleague of
Masqueray, had an impressive résumé.
He had contributed to the design of the
French Pavilion for the Louisiana Purchase Exposition and had designed the
Louis Pasteur monument in Chicago’s
Grant Park.
The sanctuary apse was completed
and the first Mass celebrated in the
cathedral on Palm Sunday, March 28,
1915. The cathedral was dedicated on
April 11, 1915, in a festive ceremony.
But it would take years before the stark
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Cathedral dome under construction with the city of Saint Paul beyond.
white-washed walls, the clear window
glass, and the empty chapels would
be completed with the ornate interior
we see today. It took more than forty
years for the cathedral to be judged
“complete”—complete enough for the
solemn consecration on October 14,
1958. Since that date other embellishments have been added to continue the
work.
My firm, Toltz, King, Duvall, Anderson and Associates, had a small but
important part to play in the original
construction. Our firm’s founder, Max
Toltz, joined with a mechanical contractor, H. Kelly Company, to design
and install the heating system for the
cathedral. Three steam boilers provided steam heat to the cathedral proper
and to the two adjacent residences. It
is interesting to note that in 1910 the
most economical means of driving the
75,000-cubic-feet-per-minute ventilation fans within the cathedral was to
use a steam engine. Steam from the
boilers powered the steam turbine, and
the exhaust from the turbine was piped
on to radiators for heating.

No matter what religious belief one
holds, the cultural and historical significance of this structure is undeniable.
In 2007, the Cathedral Heritage Foundation, a non-sectarian foundation,
was established to provide a source of
ongoing community funding for preservation efforts. Since then, over $5
million has been raised toward retiring the remaining financing cost from
a 2000–2002 copper dome restoration
project (a total cost of $35 million), restoring and expanding the cathedral’s
two pipe organs, funding the creation
of newly designed organ casework,
and polishing 13,500 feet of marble
flooring inside the cathedral. The restoration of Charles Connick’s stunning rose windows is the foundation’s
current fundraising challenge. And like
the architects, artisans, craftsmen, and
laborers who never saw the Cathedral
of Saint Paul as it is today, cathedral
friends will take on the challenge of cathedral thinking: restoring the edifice
now—and for a future they may never
see.

Going Forward

Larry Morgan, PE, is Client Services
Manager and Senior Engineer at TKDA,
Saint Paul, Minnesota. This article
summarizes remarks made at a Centennial
lecture earlier this year and presentations
made throughout the Twin Cities.

Preservation of this monument will
always be a priority, given its prominence and significance within the city
of Saint Paul, the state, and the region.

W
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To Symbolize Our Christian Faith and Christian Love:
First Sermon in the Cathedral of Saint Paul
The Most Reverend John Ireland
The following is the text of Archbishop John
Ireland’s First Homily in the New Saint Paul
Cathedral, Palm Sunday, March 28, 1915.

Photo: Cathedral of Saint Paul
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Exterior of the Cathedral of Saint Paul on Summit Avenue.

Photo: Carl Simmons

ail, thou, Cathedral of Saint Paul!
With joyous acclaim of soul,
with hearts aglow of love and
gratitude we salute thee.
“This is the day which the Lord hath
made: let us be glad and rejoice therein.”
Long have we waited for its coming,
now amid hopes, now amid fears.
Hopes that at a time not too remote the
Cathedral would rise into full stateliness of form and open to our impatient
steppings its welcoming portals. Fears
lest our visions had betrayed us, lest
our ambitions had gone beyond the
reach of our love and sacrifice. “This is
the day which the Lord hath made”—
fears are departed shadows; hopes are
blissful fruitions. The Cathedral enters
on its heaven-born mission—service to
God, service to souls. Hail thou, Cathedral of Saint Paul.
Perhaps, we are unjust to the Cathedral.
We have allowed it no leisure to put
itself into due readiness—to bedeck
interior walls with marble robings, to
set in place sculptured columns and
fretted arches, to grace sanctuary and
chapels with the beauteousness of
which they must be radiant, when the
last bidding of the artist’s pencil will
have been obeyed. But seeing it as it is,
does it not wrest to itself, friends and
benefactors of the Cathedral, your admiration, your praise, your exultation
of mind and heart? A great, a noble
edifice it is—this Cathedral of Saint
Paul, regal in the hilltop chosen as its
throne, regal in the sparkling granite of
its towering walls, regal in vast proportions and in elegance of architectural
lines, regal in the grandeur of its peerless dome. In pride and happiness we
salute thee—Cathedral of Saint Paul.
And, Catholics of the Diocese of
Saint Paul, it is your Cathedral. You
built it; you paid for it—it is yours.
Fondly rest your eyes upon it; caress
it with tender touch. It is your home,
purchased with the fruits of your toil,
of your Christian self-denial.

Façade inscription at the Cathedral of Saint Paul:
Euntes Ergo Docete Omnes Gentes (Go therefore and make disciples of all nations).
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Cathedral of Saint Paul interior.

This sacristy was added by Maginnis & Walsh Architects in 1924.
You built it—you, Catholic men and
women of the Diocese of Saint Paul.
The appeal was made; the thousands,
the tens of thousands gave answer. The
greater number are poor in worldly
store; all are rich in Christian faith, in
Christian love. And thus, the Cathedral
was built.
It is your Cathedral, Catholics of
the Diocese of Saint Paul. Or rather, it
was your Cathedral. It now becomes
the property of the Living God, His
house, His home. As Solomon spoke of
the Temple of Jerusalem, so we today
speak of the Cathedral of Saint Paul:
“I have built a house to the name of
the Lord, the God of Israel.” And far
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more true this is of the Cathedral of
Saint Paul than it was of the Temple of
Jerusalem. Upon the Temple of Jerusalem there rested the shadow of the
Divine Majesty; within the Cathedral of
Saint Paul there dwells the Living God
Himself, in the Eucharistic Sacrifice
and Sacrament of His new covenant
with men.
The Cathedral was built by the
Catholics of the Diocese of Saint Paul
as the supreme monument of their
Christian faith and their Christian
love. Therefore, today it is beautiful,
it is noble. Therefore, tomorrow it
will be still more beautiful, still more
noble.

Every chapel, every church in every
parish of the diocese is a monument of
the Christian faith and the Christian
love of those who built it. Necessarily,
however, the resources at the disposal
of any one parish are limited: at best
the monument it builds is only a partial
token of the good will of its Catholic
people. Therefore, they said, we will,
in a united outflow of generosity, build
in the Diocese of Saint Paul one great
temple that, in expressive manner, will
symbolize, as no isolated effort can do,
our Christian faith and Christian love,
and will preach to the world of men
around us the grandeur of that faith,
the sublime holiness of that love. This
is the history of the Cathedral of Saint
Paul, the mother church of the Diocese
of Saint Paul, the common monument
of the whole people of God to Christ, to
the Catholic faith.
The Cathedral, sons and daughters of the Diocese of Saint Paul, is our
supreme act of faith, our solemn, never-silent Credo.
Credo—“I believe.” “I believe in
God, the Father Almighty, and in Jesus
Christ, His only Son, our Lord. I believe
in the Holy Catholic Church.”
“I believe in God—and in Jesus
Christ.” God and His Christ are being
forgotten: fain would men throw
off their yoke and break their bonds
asunder. Well, whatever the spread
of impiety and unbelief, legions there
are, right here in Saint Paul, right here
in Minnesota, who refuse to bend the
knee to Baal. Their witness, the Cathedral of Saint Paul—the Cross it exalts
high into the air, that all may see and
remember whence salvation is given to
the world of men.
“I believe in the Holy Catholic
Church.” It is the faith of the centuries;
it is our faith; it will be the faith of the
centuries yet unborn. Fain would we
symbolize this faith in a monument
that the world of men around us must
see and understand. Hence the Cathedral of Saint Paul, firm in deep-seated
foundations as is the Church of Christ
itself, strong and defiant of storm in
its granite walls, as the Church itself is
ever proven to be, whatever the cruel
winds battling against it adown the
centuries.
Cathedral, thou art the symbol of
our faith. Therefore, we have built thee
grand and beautiful, to be not altogether unworthy of the mission we entrust
to thee. To God, to Christ, to our Catholic faith the Cathedral was to be built. It
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Narthex and gate to the Pietà replica, created by Steven Bishop in 2010.

Photo: Joe Hilliard

is built: “This is the day which the Lord
hath made: let us be glad and rejoice
therein.”
On the second day of July, 1851, the
first Bishop of Saint Paul stood in the
sanctuary of the first Cathedral of Saint
Paul, a hut built of the rude timbers of
the neighboring forests—so small that
fewer than a hundred people crowded
to repletion its audience room, so large
as to give cover to all the Catholics of
the nascent city. What a change from
July 2, 1851, to March 28, 1915! Later,
two other cathedrals successively took
the place of the log-built chapel. What
a change from the dedication day of
either to the dedication day of the great
edifice that is in 1915 the Cathedral of
Saint Paul!
How much the Cathedral of today
does tell of wonders done in the city
of Saint Paul, in the state of Minnesota,
in the Diocese of Saint Paul! O God,
from Whose throne all good things
do descend, we praise Thee, we thank
Thee.
Be with us today, in gladness and
exaltation, pioneers of the Diocese of
Saint Paul, to see the fruitage of your
faith and zeal, to see how high has risen
the spiritual edifice whose foundation
stones you laid in patient hopefulness.
Be with us, pioneer bishops and priests:
Cretin, Grace, Galtier, Ravoux. Be with
us, pioneer Catholic men and women,
whose faith built our early cathedrals
and opened, amid the years, the pathways leading to the Cathedral of 1915,
to the diocese of 1915.
May the new Cathedral, while surpassing its predecessors in material
splendor, be equal to them in richness

Photo: Greg Povolny

The cathedra canopy was added in 2012.

The stained walnut organ case, added in 2013, frames the 18’-6” diameter rose window.
of spiritual life, in service to God and cathedral on Summit Hill, the highest point
to souls!
in downtown Saint Paul. The cathedral was
mostly completed in 1915, three years before
W
the death of Archbishop Ireland.
Born in County Kilkenny, the Most Rev. Text source:
John Ireland was ordained a priest in 1861 http://www.twincities.com/localnews/
and served as a chaplain during the Civil ci_27796199/cathedral-st-paul-readingWar. He was ordained bishop in 1875, and john-irelands-first-homily, accessed May
in 1904 Ireland secured land for a new 5, 2015.
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Painted Glories: The Brancacci Chapel
in Renaissance Florence. By Nicholas
A. Eckstein. New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 2015. 284 pp. ISBN
9780300187663. $75.00.
Reviewed by Sara Nair James

W

hen I first encountered the
frescoes depicting the life of
Saint Peter by Masaccio and
Masolino in the Brancacci Chapel, still
in their grimy state in the dank, dimly
lit church of Santa Maria del Carmine
in Florence, they were not on any
tourist’s must-see list. I sat spellbound
for about an hour, during which time I
encountered no other living soul. Since
then—especially after the late 1980s,
when the chapel was reopened to the
public with cleaned paintings and
modern (over)lighting—their fame has
renewed, which has lured crowds and
inspired further scholarship. The newest
and probably the most beautiful book on
the topic is Painted Glories by historian
Nicholas Eckstein.
Eckstein begins by introducing
Felice Brancacci, who in the 1420s initiated the fresco program in his family
chapel, the building of which was initiated in the 1360s by his great-greatuncle Felipe. Eckstein then discusses
the history of the Carmelites, the order
that controls the church. Chapter 1 includes the history of the church building and how the people in the fifteenth
century used it, especially the confraternity that was headquartered there.
Eckstein discusses the complex web
of social, political, and religious interactions between the laity and clergy,
reminding the reader of a blending of
the sacred and secular worlds that no
longer exists and painting a far livelier picture of the church than I first
encountered. Chapter 2 examines the
collaborative workshop practices of the
artistic community and the interactions
between the artists and the Carmelites.
Only one chapter of the five in
Painted Glories specifically addresses
the fresco cycle. Otherwise, the author
concentrates on the circumstances surrounding the paintings, which, like
the vague title, could apply to much
Florentine painting between 1420 and
1490. Chapter 3 introduces the narrative and notes some of the formal
qualities of the frescoes. Eckstein cites
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Scripture, Jacobus Voragine’s Golden Legend, and
prayers as suggested
sources for individual
segments, but fails to
address the whole as the
late Andrew Ladis did in
his fine books (1993 and
2001). Much of Eckstein’s
scholarship echoes that
of the superb but infrequently cited Cambridge
Companion to Masaccio, edited by Diane Ahl
(2002). In fact, the clear
organization and vibrant
prose of Ladis and Ahl
and her collaborators
shed far more light on
the fresco program than
Eckstein does.
F r o m c h a p t e r 3 Brancacci Chapel at Santa Maria del Carmine, Florence.
forward, Eckstein moves
in an increasingly speculative direc- Filippino Lippi to finish the major Flotion. He suggests which Carmelite rentine chapel dedicated to Saint Peter.
theologian might have masterminded He concludes by discussing Filippino’s
the program and likens the paintings to contributions to the fresco cycle and
a “visual sermon” but fails to tie them the differences made by the intervento any rhetorical or liturgical struc- ing years.
ture. He ventures to reconstruct how
In short, Painted Glories exceeds its
the laity might have regarded the fres- predecessors in its beautiful layout
coes and intertwines the narrative with and large color photographs but leaves
community activities that the paint- the structure, religious iconography,
ings could reflect. For him, the vague and interpretation of the frescoes
themes of social responsibility, forgive- open ended. Although the cleaning of
ness, and redemption emerge as the the frescoes revealed much about the
controlling ideas behind the frescoes. process and clarified some of the interOtherwise, Eckstein sees the frescoes as pretation, Eckstein gives virtually no
primarily driven by civic and political attention to how science has enhanced
ideals.
the understanding of these paintings.
The paintings were left unfinished While he gives a thorough and multifor seventy years, partly due to Masac- faceted context for the chapel, never
cio’s death in 1428. Thus, in chapter does Eckstein convince the reader why
4 Eckstein shifts his focus to the artists such as Michelangelo, who made
Madonna del Popolo (the thirteenth- drawings of figures in the paintings, or
century icon moved into the chapel generations of art historians, including
around 1460) and the widows and Car- myself, have found the paintings so
melite tertiaries who revered it. In his compelling.

final chapter, Eckstein takes a political
approach as he integrates the impact he
perceives the Battle of Anghiari had on Sara Nair James is professor of art history at
the completion of the fresco program. Mary Baldwin College, where she specializes
The Florentines, who overcame Duke in Italian Renaissance art history, religious
Filippo Maria Visconti of Milan against iconography, and Renaissance studies. She
great odds, attributed their victory to has authored two books: Signorelli and Fra
the miraculous intervention of Saint Angelico: Liturgy, Poetry, and a Vision
Peter, as it happened on the feast day of the End Time (Ashgate, 2002) and Art
of Saints Peter and Paul—June 29, 1440. in England from the Saxons through the
Eckstein attributes to this victory the Tudors: 600–1603, currently in press at
impetus for hiring Carmelite painter Oxbow Publishing.
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A Neighborhood’s Quality of Life
Lost Classroom,
Lost Community. By Margaret F. Brinig
and
Nicole
Stelle Garnett.
Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2014.
248 pp. ISBN
9780226122007.
$45.00.
Reviewed by Will Seath

S

ince their peak enrollment in the
1960s, roughly half of all Catholic
schools have closed. The pace of
closings has increased with enrollment
attrition and with competition from the
recent rise of charter schools; nationwide,
more than two thousand Catholic
schools have closed since the year 2000.
Though arguments for policy
reforms to halt this trend have typically
focused on the tradition of solid Catholic education within parish communities, Notre Dame law professors Margaret Brinig and Nicole Stelle Garnett
contribute an insightful new analysis in Lost Classroom, Lost Community.
Urban parochial schools are essential
institutions for neighborhood civic life
worthy of broader and more vigorous
public support.
Brinig and Garnett suggest that the
loss of collective social capital from
the closure of Catholic schools isolates
neighbors and leads to greater perceptions of disorder and danger within
communities. Neighbors’ mounting
fears of victimhood coupled with the
loss of relationships that might address
these concerns invite real disorder and
crime. A neighborhood’s quality of life
deteriorates.
To test their theory, Brinig and
Garnett have conducted an extensive
study of data from more than two
hundred schools and their surrounding neighborhoods in the Archdiocese
of Chicago, the country’s largest Catholic school system. The most significant
predictor of a school closing, more
than socioeconomic or racial shifts,
is “irregular” parish leadership—the
inability of a pastor to lead a parish
either because of age, illness, withdrawal from the priesthood, or more
tragically, accusations of sexual or

substance abuse. Conversely, parishes
with more recently ordained or longerserving pastors—particularly if they
were ordained in the archdiocese—
have greater likelihood of schools remaining open despite demographic
challenges. Brinig and Garnett suggest
this is because these newer or strongly
rooted pastors may have, respectively,
more energy to manage a school and a
greater commitment to the success of
their parish and archdiocese.
The authors’ analysis of census data
and the Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods finds
a strong correlation between a closed
school and nearby residents’ reports
of not only petty crime and “broken
windows” but also feelings that neighbors are unfriendly, unhelpful, untrustworthy, and lacking shared values. The
crime rate in neighborhoods with an
open Catholic school was 33 percent
lower than in neighborhoods where
one had recently closed, a finding
which the authors argue should give
governments and law enforcement
a vested interest in public policies to
support struggling urban parochial
schools.
Brinig and Garnett take steps to
show that the patterns they have found
are common to parochial schools in
other dioceses, and that they are specific to Catholic schools but not to public
or charter schools. While their analysis of Philadelphia Catholic schools
mirrors that of Chicago and suggests
their basic conclusions are replicable,
Los Angeles appears to be an outlier.
Brinig and Garnett suggest that its essentially suburban land-use patterns
and more transient population result
in less social capital to begin with. Its
Catholic schools have not followed
the same historically dense, organic,
parish-centered growth patterns of
neighborhoods in East Coast and Midwestern cities. The authors’ comparison of charter schools and crime data—
though less firm than their Catholic
school analysis—shows they have no
significant effect on crime rates one
way or another, though some figures
suggest an increase in crime in neighborhoods where a charter opened in a
shuttered parish school.
Lost Classroom, Lost Community presents these findings in the context of a
“communitarian defense” of school
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choice policies to bolster threatened
urban Catholic schools and declining neighborhoods. Though Brinig
and Garnett float the possibility of
publicly supported religious charter
schools—currently not permitted by
prevailing Establishment Clause doctrine—they clearly support voucher
programs, which have been upheld by
courts as subsidies to parents for education, rather than direct governmental
funding of religious schools.
The authors do not, however,
address potential concerns that voucher
programs could allow elected officials
to influence Catholic schools’ doctrinal
integrity. Though regulations threatening Catholic schools’ faithfulness
to Church teaching could be imposed
even in the absence of vouchers, restrictions based on ideological grounds
could theoretically prevent parents
from directing funds to a parochial
school. Brinig and Garnett’s empirical
focus, though broad, leaves little room
for any discussion of how reformed
curricula—such as those modeled on
classical education 1—might forge a
distinct alternative to the perception
that parochial schools are merely payto-enter public curricula with religion
attached, and create more compelling
reasons for families to choose Catholic
education.
Lost Classroom, Lost Community’s
sobering last chapter asks readers
to imagine the implications of cities
without Catholic schools: the loss of
quality, social capital-building education in traditional neighborhoods,
leaving families unable to afford alternatives to poor-quality public schools
struggling in the wake of others
seeking refuge away from their declining neighborhoods. “Our cities may
well survive (indeed, they may have
to survive) without Catholic schools,”
Brinig and Garnett conclude, “but our
evidence suggests strongly that they
would be better off if they did not have
to do so.”



Will Seath is a senior intern architect and
project manager at McCrery Architects in
Washington, D.C.
1. You can read about the success story of Saint Jerome Academy
in Hyattsville, Maryland in my piece “This is What We Do”
in the blog “Fare Forward” http://www.patheos.com/blogs/
fareforward/2014/03/this-is-what-we-do/
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Life Intertwined
The Making of Assisi: The Pope, the
Franciscans and the Painting of the
Basilica. By Donal Cooper and Janet
Robson. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2013. 296 pp. ISBN
9780300195712. $80.00.
Reviewed by Dianne Phillips
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T

he Basilica of San Francesco
in Assisi is one of the great
monuments of the late Middle
Ages. Begun in 1228, less than two
years after the death of Saint Francis,
it quickly became a magnet for
pilgrims, and its construction was a
source of controversy under the early
minister general Elias of Cortona. In
1288, Pope Nicholas IV (Jerome of
Ascoli, the first Franciscan to occupy
the See of Saint Peter) issued two
bulls, both known as Reducentes
ad sedulae, which approved the
decoration of the basilica and
designated funding for the project.
Reducentes is the starting point
of Donal Cooper and Janet Robson’s
innovative and informative study of
the extensive program of pictorial
decoration in the nave of the Upper
Church, which they date to 1288–97. For
much of the twentieth century, historians
of Trecento art were consumed by the
debate over both Giotto’s participation
in the frescoes depicting the legend
of Saint Francis and the dating of the
frescoes. Cooper and Robson redress this
attributional obsession to focus instead
on the intellectual and historical context
of the pictorial program. Illustrated with
excellent and abundant plates, their
holistic study highlights the important
role of the patrons and the impact of
their religious and intellectual formation
upon the layout and symbolism of the
Upper Church decoration, and analyzes
how the artists responded to the patrons’
expectations.
The first two of the book’s seven
chapters are devoted to the key figures
whom the authors believe were central
to the genesis and development of the
program. Chapter 1 provides the background by describing Nicholas IV’s artistic patronage in Rome, his close connections to Giacomo Cardinal Colonna,
and his profound conviction that the
Franciscan Order was essential to the
renewal of the Church. While Cooper
and Robson see Nicholas IV as a moti-

The heart of the book consists of
chapters 5–7, which focus on the
cycle of twenty-eight scenes from
the life of Saint Francis painted in
large scale on the lower register
of the nave walls just above eye
level. The anecdotal charm of these
frescoes is deceptive. Cooper and
Robson explicate the complex interweaving of compositional and
metaphorical relationships that
link the scenes in the three registers of the nave so that the life of
Saint Francis is intertwined with
the life of Christ and the lives of
the patriarchs and apostles: the
typological interpretation of Scripture that was so central to medieval theology thoroughly suffuses
the nave imagery. They masterfully demonstrate the wide range
of theological texts that inform the
frescoes—not only Saint Bonaventure’s Legenda maior but also other
theological and spiritual works by
learned thirteenth-century Franciscans such as Matthew of Acquasparta,
John of Wales, and Bartholomew of
Bologna.
The authors’ analysis of the compositional relationships created among
the many scenes in the nave leads to an
interesting insight on the impact of the
architecture in shaping the program.
They propose that the repeated use
of rising and falling diagonals in the
fresco compositions may have been designed to create a unifying rhythm that
would bridge the clusters of engaged
columns dividing the bays of the nave.
Architects will also find interesting
their attentiveness to the abundant
architectural symbolism in the Saint
Francis cycle, where so many of the
episodes take place in urban settings.
The book’s sole defect consists in its deferring to the final pages a discussion
of the critical ecclesiastical and political disputes that shaped the Franciscan
Order in the thirteenth century—conflicts in which the institutionalization
that the monumental basilica concretized played no small part.

Dream of Pope Innocent III.
vating force for the ambitious decorative campaign in the Upper Church,
they acknowledge that there is no
record that he visited Assisi during his
papacy. In chapter 2, they argue that
the key figures in the development of
the subjects of the fresco program must
have been the leading Franciscan theologians and administrators at the Sacro
Convento. Chapter 3 reviews the existing imagery that already adorned the
apse and transept of the Upper Church,
which the friars occupied when the
frescoes in the nave, where the laity
also circulated, were begun circa 1288.
In chapter 4, the authors turn again to
Rome to demonstrate how the Old and
New Testament cycles that encircle the
two upper registers of the nave at Assisi
were consciously adapted from prototypes in early Christian Roman basilicas to underscore the apostolic mission
of the order and the close ties between
Assisi and Rome. Jacopo Torriti, a Franciscan friar who was also an artist, is a
fascinating figure in the initial phase
of the nave decoration of the Upper
Church: his success in painting the
Deësis vault at the middle of the basilica
and the first scenes of the Genesis cycle
on the north wall of the nave prompted Nicholas IV to call him to Rome to
execute apse mosaics in Saint John
Lateran and Santa Maria Maggiore.


Dianne Phillips is an art historian
specializing in late medieval Italian art.
She lectures on religious imagery to parish
groups and college classes.
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Contemporary Problems of Being
Transcending Architecture: Contemporary
Views on Sacred Space. Ed. by Julio Bermudez. Washington, D.C.: The Catholic
University of America Press, 2015. 350
pp. ISBN 9781107042971. $115.00.
Reviewed by Kyle Dugdale
“The problems of the building art
cannot be viewed apart from the
problems of being.”

T

his declaration can be found in
Fritz Neumeyer’s introduction to
the collected writings of Mies van
der Rohe. It is repeated in Karla Cavarra
Britton’s contribution to Transcending
Architecture, and it is abundantly
supported by the essays collected in
this more recent volume. Here too,
problems of architecture are tied
to problems of being, laid out in all
their interdisciplinary complexity—
provoking the dilemma expressed in the
book’s opening pages by its editor, Julio
Bermudez: “Are architects also called
to be theologians, anthropologists,
social workers, philosophers, and
politicians?”
In an oblique response to this open
question, the book brings together contributors from across these categories,
their disciplinary breadth matched
by their diversity of perspective. But
among the common traits that hold
the essays together is an underlying
anxiety about contemporary problems
of being. That anxiety is already legible
in the intentional ambiguity built into
the book’s title: as Karsten Harries asks
in his contribution, “Who or what here
is doing the transcending?”
Such ambiguity is a direct response
to one of the more palpable “problems of being” facing the contemporary student of sacred space: that there
exists no underlying consensus as to
what constitutes the sacred. In the
absence of such consensus, ambiguity
is surely expedient. Although the publication proceeds from a symposium
held in 2011 at the Catholic University
of America, its eighteen authors do not
share any singular confessional background. In this regard they are representative of contemporary culture on
both sides of the North Atlantic—a pluralist culture marked, as Britton’s essay
suggests, by an underlying ambivalence toward the sacred.

shell over what is ultimately an exercise in archaeology, and housing the
relics of what was once, perhaps, a vital
space.
Such is the challenge facing this
book. Indeed, its subtitle reminds the
reader that its collected contents are
offered as “contemporary views on
sacred space.” This choice of terms
too is surely apposite, for unlike orthographic projections, views are fully
dependent on the viewer, amenable
to endless adjustment, and shifting
in response to the slightest change in
the viewer’s location. Contemporary
cultural space is itself defined by such
views, ostensibly privileging the experience of the individual over the assertion of universality.
Just so, the architecture of the book’s
cover accommodates a solitary human
subject, who sits near the edge of the
architect’s empty, gridded terrace and
gazes not toward the archaeologists’
excavation but rather out toward the
emptiness of the flat horizon, where
the North Atlantic meets an endless
expanse of sky. Architecture here
frames the individual subject, whose
experience of nature seems to substitute for a robust belief in nature’s God.
In fact Harries goes on to argue that
the experience of nature is ultimately
a cipher for the experience of the self.
And similar shifts of attention are rehearsed in different ways by other
essays in the collection. The view of
the sacred shifts again and again, not
toward that to which the architecture
signifies, but toward contemplation of
the self.
For this too prior generations might
have found a description. But it would
likely have been an unflattering one,
for modernity’s architectural introspection is inclined toward substitution of
the creature for the creator in an attitude reminiscent of what was once
named idolatry. If that interpretation
is not altogether new, it is certainly one
of contemporary culture’s fundamental
problems of being—one that searches
with growing despair for what Harries
describes as “a reality that transcends
whatever human artifice can form and
create.”

What particular insight does this
ambivalence of views permit? Bermudez argues that the “semantic
vagueness” of the book’s title “forbids
closure, secures humility, and encourages new interpretations.” This equation of humility with a lack of closure
is a relatively new calculation, one
which prior generations might have
questioned—perhaps appealing to the
authority of the Epistle to the Hebrews,
whose approach to the sacred is presented in terms of an architecture that
answers with almost uncanny precision to the concept of transcendence,
while equating faith with full assurance (10:19–22). It is doubtless worth
recalling that—in theology no less than
in architecture—the invention of new
interpretations has not always been
universally welcomed.
The photograph reproduced on the
book’s cover is in fact peculiarly appropriate. It presents a project in Cádiz
by Alberto Campo Baeza—a geometrically precise structure built to cover the
remains of an archaeological excavation on a site described by the architect
as occupying “the empty space facing
the sea located between the Old and
New Cathedrals.” If this can be associated with the sacred space of the book’s
subtitle, the view is perhaps unintentionally analogous to the conclusions
drawn by subsequent contributors. In
its engagement with the sacred, an unambiguously contemporary architecture struggles to build with conviction
a new cathedral of its own, not least
because, as Harries puts it in a discussion of Heidegger, “the modern world
picture has no room for either gods

or the holy.” Its architecture instead
finds itself occupying the empty space Kyle Dugdale teaches history, theory, and
between older structures, forming a design at the Yale School of Architecture.
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Archaeological Finds at Mount Carmel
“Elijah’s Cave on Mount Carmel” by
Asher Ovadiah and Rosario Pierri
in Christ is Here! Studies in Biblical
and Christian Archaeology in Memory
of Michele Piccirillo, OFM. Ed. by L.
Daniel Chrupacala. Milan: Edizioni Terra Santa, 2012. 400 pp. ISBN
97888624016161. $130.00.
Reviewed by Thomas Stroka

D

edicated to the memory of
Michele Piccirillo, O.F.M., a
priest and friar who committed
his life to archaeological research, this
compilation includes studies ranging
from wall paintings in the Abbey of Saint
Mary in the Kidron Valley of Jerusalem
(Crusader period), to the architectural
reconstruction of the Church of Bishop
John at Khirbet Barqa (Byzantine
period), map mosaics depicting sailing
in the Dead Sea (Byzantine period), and
inscriptions in Elijah’s Cave on Mount
Carmel (ninth century BC through the
twentieth century AD). I will consider
only the research on Elijah’s Cave,
composed by Asher Ovadiah (Tel Aviv
University) and Rosario Pierri, O.F.M.
(Studium Biblicum Franciscanum).
The article is broken into two parts:
first, a description of the cave and its
meaning, and second, an examination
of 22 carved inscriptions of the 180 total
inscriptions.
On the western outskirts of Haifa,
Mount Carmel is the biblical location
where, in the ninth century BC, the
Prophet Elijah repaired the altar of the
Lord that had been torn down next
to the pagan altar to Ba’al, and where
he performed a miracle exemplifying
the power of the one true God.1 In the
presence of King Ahab, the people of
Israel, and the pagan prophets, Elijah
placed a bull of sacrifice upon the
altar and called upon the Lord, and
thus fire fell and burned up the sacrifice. Mount Carmel became a destination for hermits and remained a sacred
place for pagans in the centuries before
and after Christ. There is evidence that
a temple on the site was visited by the
Greek philosopher Pythagoras in the
sixth century BC.2
The first Christian chapel on Mount
Carmel may have been built in AD 83,
and a larger church was commissioned
by Saint Helena in the fourth century.3
Christian and Jewish pilgrims visited
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Part Two of the work by Ovadiah
and Pierri describes the twenty-two
best-preserved inscriptions in Elijah’s Cave. The authors methodically
analyze the names (graffiti), their dimensions and geographic origins,
their translation, and their interpretation. The typical inscription (in Greek)
reads something like “Remembered
be Alaphaios (the younger), remembered be.”7 The epigraphic content of
the cave is one of the richest troves of
Greek inscriptions in Israel from the
first through the sixth centuries AD.
But unless one is an archeologist or is
intrigued by variations on names and
lettering in antiquity, the detailed analysis is lackluster. One fragment of artistic interest that remains is the foot of a
colossal marble statue, the rest of which
has been lost. It is believed to have been
a figure of Zeus of the Carmel from the
second century AD, which could have
stood within the apse niche of the cave.
Ovadiah and Pierri illustrate their
study with a plan and sections of the
cave, photographs, and diagrams depicting the layout of the inscriptions on
the west and east walls of the cave. The
book’s compilation of articles (some in
English, some in Italian) is very technical and oriented toward archaeologists,
but it is nonetheless inspiring to see
recent research on Elijah’s Cave and
its history in the Holy Land and for the
Carmelite Order. “Ut vivat, crescat et
floreat.”

the site continuously, pious hermits
inhabited the caves, a monastery was
built in the twelfth century, and a synagogue dedicated to Elijah was erected
in the thirteenth century. 4 After the
massacre of Fra Prospero and his small
company of Carmelites in 1635, Muslim
monks used the cave as a mosque. Over
the last few centuries, Elijah’s Cave has
been a pilgrimage site for Jews, Christians, Muslims, and Druze. The Stella
Maris Basilica, standing at the summit
of Mount Carmel today, was designed
by John Baptist Frascatti in 1836 for
the Discalced Carmelites, who profess
their original founder to be the Prophet
Elijah.5
Situated on the northwest slope of
Mount Carmel, Elijah’s Cave was the
original asylum and oratory for Elijah

and his early followers, and where he
prepared for the encounter with the Thomas Stroka is an Architect working in
prophets of Ba’al.6 The cave is in the South Bend, Indiana.
shape of a parallelogram, measuring
forty-seven feet long, twenty-eight
feet wide, and fifteen feet high. Cuts in
the stone walls and floor indicate that
the cave was enlarged and improved 1. 1 Kings 18:15-40.
2. Ovadiah and Pierri, “Elijah’s Cave on Mount Carmel and Its
throughout antiquity. A second rect- Inscriptions,” 33.
angular room, or secondary grotto, 3. Barbié du Bocage, Alexandre François, Dictionnaire
de la Bible (Paris: De Crapelet, 1834).
is attributed to the cell of the Prophet Géographique
4. Ovadiah and Pierri, 38.
Elijah. Eight pages of the study are ex- 5. The Discalced Carmelites of Boston and Santa Clara, Carmel:
cerpts and analysis of historical literary Its History, Spirit and Saints (New York: P.J. Kennedy & Sons,
168.
sources mentioning Elijah’s Cave. The 1927),
6. Introduction, Rule and Constitutions of the Discalced Nuns of the
earliest written record of the cave, sur- Order of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary of Mount Carmel (Madrid:
prisingly, is from the twelfth century, Arganda del Rey, 1990), 22-23.
7. Inscription n. 80, Ovadiah and Pierri, 59.
when the Russian “Abbot Daniel”
refers to the cave as part of his pilgrimage to the Holy Land in AD 1106.
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King’s College Chapel, 1515–2015: Art,
Music, and Religion in Cambridge. Ed.
by Jean Michel Massing and Nicolette
Zeeman. London, England: Harvey
Miller Publishers, 2014. 416 pp. ISBN
9781909400214. €75.00.
This collection of essays reveals
the history of King’s College Chapel
at Cambridge in light of the changing
influences of religion, politics, liturgy,
iconoclasm, aesthetics, music, and other factors. The varied perspectives and
subjects addressed in this large volume
are enhanced with hundreds of colors
images.
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The Cistercian Arts: From the 12th to
the 21st Century. Ed. by Terryl N. Kinder and Roberto Cassanelli, translated
by Joyce Myerson. London: McGill–
Queen’s University Press, 2014. 432 pp.
ISBN 9780773544123. $75.00.

This collection of essays explores the
theology and spirituality of Saint Bernard of Clairvaux and the Cistercian
Order. It upholds that devotional objects, art, and architecture were central
to living a monastic life. However, the
austerity demanded by a monastic lifestyle and the desire for beauty created
High altar of the Vicenza Cathedral.
tension throughout the order’s history.
The Controversy of Renaissance Art. Stunning photographs capture the soW
Theology as Retrieval: Receiving the By Alexander Nagel. Chicago, Illinois: lemnity of the Cistercian monasteries.
Past, Renewing the Church. By W. Da- University of Chicago Press, 2011. 376
W
vid Buschart and Kent D. Eilers. pp. ISBN 9780226567723. $70.00.
Downers Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity
How did artists respond to the deThe Collected Letters of A. W. N.
Press Academic, 2015. 319 pp. ISBN
bate
over the reform of the Church? In Pugin: Volume 5 1851–1852. Ed. by
9780830824670. $28.00.
this excellent tome, Alexander Nagle Margaret Belcher. Oxford: Oxford
A predominantly ecumenical theo- notes various types of iconophobia in University Press, 2015. 736 pp. ISBN
logical work, Buschart and Eilers de- the Renaissance. In 1497, Savonarola 9780198713913. £150.00.
fend the development of doctrine, removes the crucifix on the altar in the
The fifth volume of letters of the
worship, and mission as informed and Florence Duomo and replaces it with a
tabernacle.
In
1506,
Petrucci
removes
great
church architect A. W. N. Pugin
directed by tradition, one aspect of
which is the treatment of worship as Duccio’s Maestà from the Duomo in Si- provides a view into the personal dislinked to architectural expression. They ena. His architect, Francesco di Giorgio, position and struggles of the last years
contend that stricter liturgical forms replaces the painting with a tabernacle of his life. The entire series of pubconstitute greater reverence, formality, and writes that there should be a taber- lished letters traces the highs and lows
nacle on the high altar of the church “in of Pugin’s career and of his declining
and historical sensitivity.
such fashion that the first thing seen by health that cut his influence short. His
W
those entering the church is the Body of business and personal letters convey
The Ethics of Ornament in Early Mod- Christ.”
his earnestness towards the excellence
ern Naples: Fashioning the Certosa di San
Gian Matteo Giberti, Bishop of Vero- of architecture and his devotion to the
Martino. By J. Nicholas Napoli. Surrey, na, had a campaign against excess in the Catholic Church.
England: Ashgate Publishing Limited, popular cult of the saints. At the Verona
2015. 430 pp. ISBN 9781472419637. cathedral, dedicated to Maria MatricoW
$109.95.
lare, Sanmicheli, using a rood screen,
creates an oval sanctuary with an al- San Xavier del Bac: Portrait of a Desert
J. Nicholas Napoli examines the de- tar and tabernacle at the center. Just as Church. By Bernard L. Fontana, photos
bate and contested paradox of monas- Christ became flesh inside the Virgin’s by Edward McCain. Tucson, Arizona:
tic ornamentation. His paradigm is the womb, Giberti respects the “dedication Commercial Printers, Inc., 2015. 72 pp.
Carthusian monastery of San Martino of the Duomo to Mary while maintain- ISBN 9780915076154. $11.95.
in Naples. “The collaboration of monks ing a Christological emphasis.” Giberti
and artists at San Martino represents inspires Charles Borromeo, who has
Bernard Fontana gives a compelling
an expansion of our understanding of Tibaldi design a new high altar at the and thorough account of the origins
the business and industry of art, from Milan Cathedral complete with taber- of a Spanish mission in Arizona—parGianlorenzo Bernini to Robert Adam, nacle and circular baldacchino repre- ticularly the receptivity and perseverin early modern Europe. The economic, senting the Anastasis Rotonda. Nagel ance of the natives and their pastors.
social, and ethical dimensions of this concludes with what he calls the most The history of the mission church San
collaboration, furthermore, represents a abstract altarpiece of the Italian Renais- Xavier del Bac is a precarious and provcentral case example to both the prom- sance, Dall’Acqua’s high altar in the idential one. In the deserts of Arizona,
ise and the broader challenges facing Vicenza Cathedral, where, instead of an this church that still stands today is a
the city, the Kingdom, and the conti- altarpiece, there are only semi-precious testament to the unflagging faith of its
nent in the rapidly changing world of stones surrounding the tabernacle.
humble community.
the Enlightenment.”
-Reviewed by Duncan Stroik
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